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get that was 10 percent less than
what they currently received.
The governor and the legislators must deal with the overall
pic:ture of the needs ·of the state,
. ·
·. said Nitzschke.
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Some legislators point to tax reforms as .answer
By April Treshinsky Jacobs
Staff Reporter
Some USNH officials and
legislators have reached a consensus that the University is facing
tough times because of the state's
budget crisis. Some pointed to
proposed tax reforms as one solution and noted the positive effects it could have on education~
USNH Chancellor Oaire Van
Ummersen ~d it is likely t:hat
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Possible parking solutions
11.~~:Jt§,Il~ftfgf. draw mixed faculty reactions
:~hat}~e,:
·•! r:~~!T~1~1•·•· i~i!~1iii~~tfj!~ll~••
> A

Systeni"-s.fcr~aiy; .said . the J.ini-" . < :: proposec:l·g~tj~raiil'l~§me/
:versityorigirtallyw.qµested a 24~5 ·· tctx :)voulci<. Ilof qnly·· t,oq~t>N~w . .
. . · . . :Jic1ajpsh.if~'~ ~p#.§ajy,.\it/£6#.)d\
: perceJlt indjase. : .
·/ .· . Grant said that the trustees ·. : ~JW}P~'19~::
Ut1iveisity} •higher educatfo11•:sajd:Ro.se<>/ ••
. µrtderstaraj :
1

or,hercnvritrasl:i~:.
nomictroubleinNewHampshfre: -:• ],av.¢foeinptyhis_
even afforci°to
Grant s~d t~at-70 perc~nt of · ):~utwhetherwe
the_proposed 24 percent-increa~e . -lli#<i ~asfo progrc1m~l(:~~i~':g~se~ ·
.... Although Vc1n'•' t1mm~rsori
was targeted fodaculty-and staff
salaryipcreases,which,headded, •said she does not see.herself as
eyp~ of
·:.wou]d'' bring::thqse salaries into a :C}ualifi¢~ ,to 'pinpoiijt)he' _
,Ilatjonally"pee.r~ompetitiver~ge; .· :~?'X~f.qfml\J"e'.~.~~rtjp~l:lifeileeds,
. UNH l're~ident . Pale to ;~lve ._its •fiscal.c;tisjs/she•:: said
&>1_11~ ,type".ht
Nitzschke said the board of trust". . "thit the<;fate_
tax reform to meetits.nscalri'eeds. ·
-ees request ·fu~ a-24.5 percent
: . While the seilatejs attemptcrease over the current budget?
represented the real needs of the i~g to come up wit.h ~ _bal~nced
University. The tr:ustees' recom- bt1dget of its own, ~mne .legislamendation was not.based on cut- tors are proposing several types of
ting a deal that would have bee_n · tax ·reform . a~med af increasing ·
inlinewith the governor's request New Hampshire'sr,eveiniebases.
for 10 percen.t less than the current ·currenHy"t.iii.der revie\-V are pro
year's fiscal budget.
The gov_etnor had requested .. BUDGET/page 10 - - - - all state agencies to present a bud~
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,;_ _ _ _ _ _....;..___,;_ _ ___.
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By Kimberly Cilley
News Reporter
An audience of less than 100
people responded with mixed reactions Tuesday afternoon to
possible parking proposals.
Universityofficialspresented
the forum to get public reaction on
five proposals to solve the camproblems.
parking
pus'
The forum in the MUB was primarily attended by members of the
faculty and staff.
The ACPT has offered five
possible financing plans for the
University Parking and Transportation System (see graph).
Some blamed the parking
problem on a lack of communication, while others said it was a
product of a heavy class load between 8 a.m. and 1 p.m.
''The University does not have

enough parking for everyone to
park conveniently," said Executive Vice President Gus Kinnear.
Kinnear said A-lot is never
filled, and "it is not a question of
people not physically being able
to park where they would like."
Some have a "real aversion" to the
shuttle buses, he said.
Arthur Smart, supervisor of
Parking Lot Control, said he
thought the the parking problem
is a product of "zero, zilch communication." There would not be
a problem if all the parking lots
were properly managed, said
Smart.
Stedge said he thought class
sched ulinginfluences the parking
problemat UNH.TheACPTwants
the University to spread the time
that classes are offered over a
larger period, Stedgesaid. He said

Students occupy UVM President's office
Demanding more diversity on campus
By Katelyn Randall
News Reporter
Last Saturday, the University
of Vermont's (UVM) Board of
Trustees passed a resolution stating its firm support of UVM President Dr. George Davis's decision
not to negotiate with the group of
students who have occupied the
president's office since April 22.
The board of trustees said the
University will take no action
under an "atmosphere of duress."
In protest of the lack of di-

versity on their campus, 22 students occupied the president's
wing of the Waterman building,
boarded up the exit, handed out a
list of 17 demands and said they
would not leave until their demands were met.
According to Joseph Romano,
of UVM public relations, last
Thursday and Friday, the students
said if there was no action taken
against them and no police involvement, they would take down
the barricades. When the president

agreed, they changed their minds,
said Romano.
President Davis said he won't
talk with them about diversity
until they come out, but he will
not remove them forcibly. Davis
came to UVM in July of 1990.
''The president doesn't believe he should negotiate while
basically being held hostage," said
Romano.
Some of the demands of the
students include the establishment
of African, Latino, Native and

Asian Studies Departments started
with no less than eight people of
color.
The students are also demanding the investigation of all
faculty/ staff and administration
of color who have left, been fired
or let go, and the reinstatement
and tenure of Marie Lyng (a research assistant professor of animal science).
"It's been very peaceful,"
Romano said. "There has been no
UVM,page14

if classes were not centered around
8 a.m. to 1 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
"pressure on the parking system
would be less."
Referring to the proposed
plans, Stedge said the ACPTbased
its solution, "on the primary mission of the University: To have the
students in the classroom and have
thefacultyteaching."Studentsand
faculty would therefore have the
"greatest access to the buildings,"
he explained.
Stedge discussed how the
parking proposals were based on
two general agreements within the
committee: the people that use the
parking system should pay for it;
PARKING, page 10
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Reid stands out in a crowd
"I don't like to just 'fit in' with a crowd"
By Cathy Craig
News Reporter
"Read my lips. I'm not Dan
Quayle!"
Newly elected Student Body
Vice President Sue Reid said she
doesn't like comparisons between
her and the man she said has
earned "the negative connotation
of an idiot."
Reid,ajunior,is working on a
dualmajorofpoliticalscienceand
international affairs with hopes of
someday being an international
environmental lawyer.
"I used to want to be an international corporate lawyer and
make lots of money, until I came
to UNH," she said. At UNH she
has become less conservative.
Peopleareverydifferentherethan
in her hometown of Mattapoisett,
Mass., she said.
''They're more down to earth
here. They don't care so much
about the little things," she said.
Reid said she was not interested in attending UNH until she
visited the school. "It was my
safety school...but when I visited,
saw the setting of lJNH and met
some people, I knew this was
where I wanted to end up," she
said.
She changed a lot since she
started UNH, she said. In high
school, she was considered a
"brain" and a "straight-A stu-

.

dent." Although she is still a top
"I loved it so much. I guess
student, she said she has broad- you could say I am homesick for
ened her interests to include France," she said.
windsurfing, golfing, bike riding
"In French grocery stores
and her sorority, Alpha Chi thereisonlyoneaisleofjunkfood,
Omega. She even took up flying only one kind of potato chips, but
last summer.
a whole aisle of different kinds of
"It's a completely different cheeses," she said.
She said she also traveled to
perspective from up in a plane,
theearthlooksgorgeous," she said. Italy and Germany, where she
It's these things, along with spent two nights in a train station
horseback riding, which she has with 1,000 other American stubeen doing since she was little, dents during Octoberfest.
that she said she'll miss the most
OncewhileinacafeinFrance,
this summer. This summer, Reid Reid met an American Marine
will be working long hours as she from New York on his way to the
represents the students' voices on Gulf. When she mentioned that
many committees, studies the she was a UNH student, the Maconduct systems at other univer- rine immediately smiled.
sities, restructures the student
"He'd been to Karl's! I was
senate, and works on university half way around the world, and I
environmental issues.
- met someone else who loved
Recycling and other environ- Karl's. It was amazing," she said.
mental issues are very important
Although she loved France
to Reid. She is not unfamiliar with and originally thought she would
developing effective recycling never leave, Reid said she doesn't
programs, she said. Last summer want to live there because of the
while working for Titlest, a com- socialist government.
pany that designs and manufac"People are not as free in
tures golf balls, Reid helped to France as we are here," she said.
develop a program to recycle the "French women don't have the
rubber used to make the center of respect we do. French men are
golf balls. The project saved Titlest womanizers, with a few excepabout $700,000.
tions. They treat women like obAfterlastsummer,Reidspent jects."
fall semester studying in France.
According to Reid, who is
She said she loved the natural at- about six feet tall, the worst thing
mosphere of France.
about French men is their height.
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gest insecurity. The combination
In a sports article that appeared in the May 3 issue, three men's track of her height and her long red hair
members were misidentified. The athletes' names are John Lofaro, makes her very conspicuous. She
Mark Gottendenker and Matt Hopson.
said she can't go anywhere withIn the same article, Doug Sargent's high-jump record was incorrect.
out bein(! seen and is sickofbein(!
.__ Sargent set the outdoor-track record with a 67" jump.
called "Redwood Sue" and being

________________________.
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U.S. Troops to Exit
Southern Iraq
After crossing the border into Iraq early last week,
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney said all U.S. troops
would leave southern Iraq by Friday. The defense
secretary visited American soldiers in the demilitarized -zone just north of the Kuwaiti border on
Wednesday and told then they would be departing
within 48 hours. The statement is consistent with
Bush administration stated plans to adhere to the
seize fire and exit Iraq and the region at the earliest,
secure time.

Armenian Towns
Seized by Soviets
Three more Armenian towns were seized by Soviet
soldiers as Azerbaijani riot police as crackdown in
the ethnically tense republics continued. A blockade
was set up inn Voskepar, where at least 15 Arm~
nians were killed Monday. The fighting, described
by Soviet officials as virtually a civil war, has been
raging for more than a week along the Arme~ianAzerbaijani border. Though Soviet paratroopers
were sent in last week, their presence has yet to halt
fighting between two of Jhe countries most vehemently opposed ethnic groups.

described as "willowy."
"Why is it always tree nicknames?" she asked.
She said she wishes she could
be short for a day, although she
thinks she would feel claustrophobic in a crowd.
"I don't think I could handle
being short because I don't like to
just 'fit in' with a crowd. I like to
stand out," Reid said.
Reid comes from a family of
standouts. One of her great
grandfathers was a Russian horse
thief, and another was the renowned poet T.S. Eliot.
Malinda Lawrence and Reid
had been planning their bid for
office since last year, but were a
surprise team because Reid had
been abroad last semester. The race
for office was very hectic, Reid
said, but she had a lot of confidence because she has incredible
amount of faith in Lawrence.

and Reid are now in the process of
redecorating their office.
"It's sort of a symbol, we're
changing things around. We' re
making everything a little more
homey so that people will feel
comfortable talking to us," Reid
said.
Shesaid she is encouraged by
the number of people who voted
during the elections and the suggestions and ideas that have been
offered by students.so far.
"We really want to hear what
students want. We are here to
represent them. We hope that
peoplewillfeelfreetocomeinand
talk to us, and we will also be
reaching out to them," said Reid.
Inordertoencouragethistype
of communication, Lawrence and
Reid are having the door to their
office removed.
"Wedon'twanttoputupany
barriers," Reid said. "We want

s------an~~s::e~i;::a:p_
:~{:~n::
_~------~pletowalkrigh------tinand
talk to

:;.J

Siberian Coal Miners
Stay on Strike
Siberian coal workers failed to decide whether they would
call off a nine-week-old walkout despite a recent agreement with the Kremlin. Last week Russian President
Yeltsin negotiated an accord to turn over jurisdiction of
the mines to the Russian republic from Soviet control, yet
the striking workers have not showed, or announced
satisfaction with the agreement. Meanwhile, other miners in the Soviet Union's Arctic region agreed to return to
work this Friday.

Yugoslavia Begins Civil
War
Yugoslavia's army called up reservists after the defense
minister said civil war had begun betw~n the country's
two major ethnic groups, Serbs and Croats. Western
diplomats in Belgrade said a military mobilization was
underway. The. state presidency summoned leaders of
the six republics for an emergency meeting on the SerbCroat clashes that have left nineteen people dead since
last Thursday.

Tornadoes and
Thunderstorms Strike
Weakened Bangladesh
A tornado and thunderstorms exacerbated the already
bleak situation in 1Bangladesh. The country had been
unable to shelter all remaining survivors of last week's
cyclone that left hfmdreds of thousands dead and many
others homeless.I A government newspaper said the
unofficial death toll in last week's storm was 500,000.
Bangladeshi officials, meanwhile, appealed for $1.4 billion in international aid, and relief workers raised new
alarms that disease could threaten millions of survivors.

South Korean Police
and Civilians Battle
About 1000 South Korean police battled for nine hours
with clubs and tear gas before gaining control of a morgue
in Seoul where protesters had guarded the body of a labor
leader who died after staging a prison protest. Dissidents
claimed the police wanted access to the body to destroy
any evidence that might indicate he was killed by authorities. This marked the second week of unrest in the
country.
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Christopher Basanta looks jlldg"e oth~r (tr~~]i;
beyond UNH and to future . . CommitteewillworkwithIFC
zoology, prepared him for the fu- with the trustees as well.
By Jeffrey M Delano
"Thestatedidn'tputasmuch
ture, Basanta said.
News Reporter
Like many seniors graduat- into (UNH) as I would like," he
Senior Christopher Basanta
said he's glad to be moving on to ingthisyear,Basantadoesn'thave said. It was depressing to here
a job. He does, however, have an Gov. Judd Gregg talk about eduthe next stage of his life.
Basanta, who will be gradu- internshipatLaudholmFarmsthis cation in New Hampshire when
a ting with a bachelor of science summer. It was hard enough find- UNH was being ignored finandegree in environmental conser- ing a "free job" (internship) let dally, Basanta said. "UNH needs
- . more building up financially," he
vation, said he's "psyched to go alone a paying one, he said.
Basanta's fiancee is nervous added.
on to something else." He's enDespite his dislike for the
about their future.
joyed his years at
Basanta will be UNH' s administration, he did
UNH, and there ~~~~~·~ 1:::have some positive things to say.
~ mov~ 1' .,
are"alottatimes" ......_~-...J
Although he got a lot out of his
;.,____"1
he'sgoingtomiss.
major, Basanta said
But there are also
people "get out
things, such as the
ofaschool what
parking problems and the
you put into it."
apathy, he said he won't miss.
He said he got a
UNH wasn't Basanta's first ing
lot of practical
choice. Syracuse University was to North
experience at UNH
number one, but Basanta said B e r w i c k ,
plans that will make a good resume. He
UNH ''looked cheap on paper." Maine, soon and
Only after the mid-semester tu- to scout the area for a permanent said he believes that he will use
the skills he got at UNH to land a
ition increase did he realize how job.
In general, Basanta said he job in the future.
expensive it really was, he said.
He had words of advice for
Although he was glad he came to was disappointed with UNH,
UNH, Basanta said he would have particularly its administration- others at UNH. "UNH has a lot to
gone to Syracuse if he had the an administration he said was offer, but you have to look for it,"
more interested in the image of he said.
choice to make all over again.
Basanta said he's "really
His major, which incorporated theUniversitythaninthestudents.
He said he was disappointed ready for the next stage" of his life.
many fields, such as botany and

1

By Roi Aloupis
News Reporter
The _Creek Judicial Commit.. tee, composed ofJO members from
fraterniti~~ and sororities, is designed to "correc~ problems in.:.
ternally before they grow too big,"
according to Junior . Ted
Castonguay, chairperson of the
committee and a Delta Chi Brother.
''The whole concept is peers trying
-peers,/lhe said. .
· The committee . has been
.meeting twice a week for the past
month and has completed 80
percent of its by-laws, said
• Castonguay.
Director of Student Affairs
Betsy Parente said, ''It (the book of
by-:,aws) e<:>Uld beimplemented
:·py:n~xt ~p~em,ber,_.'' ·. ·_
· The committee will deal with
· yiolation.s and work together with
)he lriter-Fraternity '2C>\l1:tcil (IFC)
· a~d ·Panhellenic polides/Parente
·
•. '. :.· ·::•-•
,~~id.. . . .
:;-•· • < JJµ18¢1Io,presid~rjtoftheIFC,
:S.~Jd; tI((tlie ~~mtjiitt~)jy_iU~~rt.
jr{~p~ember\v~rltj~g\yith poJitj~;.:i~-won't h~Y~~c..l'ieq H1e level

yet fordeali11g w.,ith cases like!cipf'
···_· •- ..
·· •
or hazing." •
Both Bello and Castongtlciy>
said ·the committee must g~in. ·
~ibility before anything else..... ·.·
"It is not just a mock orga:~- zati_on,lf Bello said.
Cas"tonguay would like to~ ·
the committee eventually hanclle
all of the cases.
Mike ,. Eason, president of
Sigma P~iEpsilon, said he thinl<:s
the committee is great: A Sigma
Phi Epsilon brother was elected to_.the committee.
"We're old enough to have
our own judging committee. If we
don't take it into our own hands,
someone else will," Eason said.
According to Parente, there ·
were oyer 40 applic~tio~~ f~r .t he .
10 spac~son the committee. They
all went . throu·g h an . interview
process cQnducted by th~ IF<: and
. ....
Panhelleriic -Counci[ .
Th~e<:are '. only temporary:••
ele¢tfon~ wilf"
po~~!iOrlsei:n~
be he.lei rie~.t S:etn~$~¢r, · · safd

mo~e

C~$tijrtgt.i~f .. . ·.· . ...· ·.

Sound Alternatives rocks downtown Durham
Main Street record store sells new and used albu,ns
By Sandra Boncek
News Reporter
The latest addition to downtown Durham, a record store called
Sound Alternatives, opened last
week, featuring both new and used
records, tapes and compact discs
in all styles.
Sound Alternatives is located
on Main Street, next to Nick's,
where Mosquito Traders used to
be. The store might be missed by
the average passerby because it's
small and there isn't a sign outside. According to owner Harvey
Wasserman, it's been pretty busy
all week. '1f people want to find it,
they will," he said. "That's one of
the nice things about Durham; it's
so small.
''The doors officially opened
on Friday, but since a lot of people
leave campus on Fridays, nobody
really knew about it," Wasserman
said. "In fact it's still really not
ready, because I still have a lot of
inventory coming in, but I am open
for business."
Wasserman sells new tapes
and compact discs, but also trades
and sells used music of all kinds,
including albums. "I'm actually
surprised at how many records
I've sold," he said. "I wouldn't
think that college students, living
in dorms, would really want to be
lugging records around."
The store is actually the second of its kind. The first Sound
Alternatives is located in downtown Portland, Maine. Wasserman

except that the rent is pretty high
·
in Durham."
The only other store in the
Durham area that sells music is
Town & Campus. WUNH DJ
Aaron McKay said he thinks Town
& Cam pus "is kind of limited as
far as obscure music goes." Although he hasn't been in Sound
Alternatives yet, he said he will as
soon as he gets a chance. "I have to
go check the place out," he said.
"Durham really could use a good
record store."
The Lost Chord, a rock 'n' roll
memorabilia store in Dover, also
sells and trades used albums. Its
owner, who identifies himself only
as "Grateful Ted," said he had
considered locating in Durham
when he opened up two and a half
years ago, but didn't for two reasons: the high rents and the seasonal nature of the business year
in a college community. "It's a bad
time for him to open, being the
end of the year and all," Ted said
of Wasserman, "but I wish him
luck."
Ted also said he didn't expect
to be in direct competition with
Sound Alternatives, because his
store is "pretty established" with
regular customers from as far
away as Portland, Maine, and
Boston, Mass.
Other record stores that sell
used music are Sessions and Rock
BottQm Records in Portsmouth.
"I think the people will like
the idea that they won't have to go

now commutes from Portland,
Maine to Durham. He said he used

into Dover or Portsmouth to get

to sell his music as a vendor in the
MUB, but "I said, 'This town really
needs a store.' For the most part it

surprised methattherewasn't one,

their music," Wasserman said of
potential competition.
"People graduate from tapes
to compact discs," he said. ''But
with tapes you're always taking a

chance because you never know
what you' re going to get." He buys
them for an average of a dollar a
tape or gives an average of two
dollars toward credit for other
music.
Used compact discs, he said,
are usually an even trade. "If
someonewantstounloadcompact
discs or a tape they're sick of, or if
someone just needs cash for books
or something and they say, 'Hey I
never listen to that disc,' they can
bring it to me," he said.
A customer isn't always
guaranteed that his music will be
accepted, however. Junior John
Cote brought three of his compact
discs to Wasserman, only one of
which was traded. He traded a
Led Zeppelin for a Peter Gabriel,
he said, but Wasserman couldn't
take the others, a U2 and a Four
Tops, because he already had
several copies.
If customers have a problem
with a purchase, Wasserman said
he will usually give them credit
when they return it. Also, if a tape
or compact disc is not in satisfactory condition at the time of the
sale, he said he would take that
into consideration.
In addition to music, Sound
Alternatives also offers t-shirts,
posters and stickers, which
Wasserman said he gets from
distributors. Most of the posters
are imports, Wasserman said,
adding that ''They're a little better
quality than the domestic kind,
and they have a lot of styles that
you usually don't find around
here." The posters will become
popular in September when students wanttodecoratetheirrooms,
he said.

New business offers wide variety of music (Ed Sawyer, Photo).

Conserve, ·Reuse,

!!!1w.,!!~!~!:· 1·/~-L
(_j ,environment. That's why we're
dedicated to recycling and conservation.
In addition to stocking recycled paper,...-,,"'-.
we encourage students to recycle their
course packets.

Just bring your packets to

Kinko's and we'll do the rest
of the work! Thanks for sharing
in our environmental effort!
M-F 7:30-9:00; S & S 10-5
(603) 868-6322
51 Main Street Durham

- ~~
\_

CJI , 7

~

\

kinko•s·
the copy center
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Clamshell refocuses
on anti-nuclear goals
By Birger Dahl
Managing Editor
The Clamshell Alliance
dropped from sight last summer,
after Seabrook Station went into
full operation. Oamshell, the organization that rallied against the
construction of Seabrook for almost 15 years, failed in preventing Seabrook from ever going on
line.
Almost a year later, the alliance is on the come-back trail, according to Clamshell organizers.
Clamshell member Bill
Donovan said that once Seabrook
Station began working at 100
percentcapacityinAugustof1990,
many people stopped supporting
the Clamshell Alliance. "They're
on line. There's nothing more that
we can do' was the general consensus," Donovan said.
Shawn Landry, a member of
the Progressive Student Network
(PSN}on campus, said he attended
his first Oamshell Alliance rally
almost three years ago, and he has
attended several since. He said
only 100 people attended a
Clamshell rally that happened a
couple of weeks ago, and that activism is still low.
The Oamshell Alliance has
been refocusi~g its goals and deciding whatit wants to accomplish
in the short-term. Its lon~term
goal is to get rid of nuclear energy
all together. In the future, Donovan said, the Oamshell Alliance
wants to organize with other

groups around New England to is a new dimension to the alliance's
rally against nuclear energy, edu- educational mission. One of the
cate the public about _the dangers main goals for the Clamshell Alof living near nuclear energy fa- liance is to educate people about
cilities, and offer alternative en- what they see as the
dangers of nuclear energy.
ergy solutions.
In a survey done by the state
Offering alternative energy
sources was never one of the of Massachusetts in the 1980s,
Clamshell Alliance's high points, leukemia was four times more
said Donovan. "We used to protest common in people living near
nuclear energy, but then people nuclear energy plants than people
would say, 'Well, if not nuclear, not living near nuclear energy
plants, said Donovan.
then what?'" he said.
Leukemia cases are higher
During their little hibernation
this fall and winter, the alliance near "nukes," said Donovan, bedecided to advocate solar energy. cause of daily radiation emissions
''There have been many advances coming from these plants.
John Kopek, a spokesperson
made in the area of solar energy,"
for the Nuclear Regulatory Comhe said.
In a new energy strategy re- mission (NRC), said the National
leased in February, the Bush ad- Cancer Institute just released a
ministration suggested. an increase study on that said there was "no
in nuclear energy development. suggestion that nuclear facilities
Solarenergyisnotaconsideration, contributed to .. .leukemia or other
according to the plan, because cancers."
Donovan said he and a few
solar technology has not developed far enough to be applied on other alliance members have been
collecting information about raa large scale.
But the Oamshell Alliance diation emissions from Seabrook,
disagrees, said Donovan. Solar and he hopes to have a press reenergy could be distributed widely lease on the information they unif the federal government was cover. "We're hoping to make it a
willing invest the same amount of big deal," he said. "People don't
money it puts into nuclear energy. know that they are being exposed
The Department of Energy to increased levels of radiation,
presently spends 33 percent of its daily."
This summer, the group will
money on the development of
nuclear energy, while six percent also use some unconventional
is spent on renewable resources, forms of advertising to get their
anti-nuclear message across. John
such as solar energy.
This advocacy of solar energy Skalicky, a Clamshell Alliance

of Seabrook with reactor in view(Clayton

member who is managing public
relations the Seacoast area, said
street acting groups will be touring around theareaactingoutskits
that warn against developing
nuclear energy. Clamshell will also
be trying to publish: articles on
nuclear energy, said Donovan.
Skalicky said these new ways
of communicating with the
public will hopefully draw more
people than they have seen before.
The alliance has received most
of its public attention from protests
and rallies around Seabrook Station, in Concord and at companies
around New Hampshire that
support nuclear energy, said
Donovan.
One of the peak periods of
activism tor the Clamsheil Alliance
was in 1981 when the construction
of the second reactor at Seabrook,
Unit II, was stopped, said

Donovan.
The alliance sees the continued construction of Unit II as one
of their major concerns now, said
Donovan. The new energy strategy pushes for a three-fold increase
in nuclear energy production.
Clamshell leaders think this will
be done by adding on to alreadyexisting reactors, said Donovan.
"We do not consider Unit II a dead
issue."
The new energy strategy calls
for the standardized design of all
nuclear power plants. As it stands
now, no existing nuclear power
station in the United States has
been built in the same way as another. The standardized design
would make the licensin~ of a
nuclear plant a one-step process.
Rob Williams, a spokesperson
from New Hampshire Yankee, the
company that operates Seabrook
Station, said the new strategy is a
please see ALLIANCE, page 14

Federal Government
on Drinking Water
Purge
The government is launching a major effort to get
lead out of U.S. drinking water. The EPA has issued
rules to reduce the health risks that are posed by lead,
at a cost to water users of $500 million annually. The
plan seems encouraging for health-minded consumers, though some households won't get safe taps for
more than 20 years. The action plan is part of an
overall environmental cleanup program supported
by the federal government.

House Panel to
Freeze Military
Spending
A House panel began drafting a fiscal 1992 defense
authorization bill that will freeze B-2 Stealth bomber
production and slash the Pentagon's request for
antimissile defenses. The bill is designed to cut a a
number of costly, inefficient, and unnecessary programs in an effort to reduce budget spending.

Bush Returns From
Hospital

House Aims to Reduce
Bank Failures

President George Bush held a full slate of meetings with
congressional leaders and foreign visitors Tuesday,
showing no recurrence of the irregular heartbeat for which
he was hospitalized last weekend. The White House said
that the president's heart was "perfectly normal"
throughout Monday night, and that an EKG showed no
abnormalities. The irregular heartbeat has been attributed
to an overactive thyroid gland, according to Bethesda
Naval Hospital doctors.

A House of Representatives panel approved a bill to
reduce bank failures by requiring regulators to move
more quickly and assertively to force weak banks to
improve their financial footing. The legislation also
would boost the federal bank deposit insurance fund
with greater borrowing authority. The action will
hopefully correct problems before they become too
severe.

Federal Appeals Court
Denounces Korean Air
Lines

Space Shuttle
Discovery Returns
From Mission

A federal appeals court affirmed that Korean Air lines
was guilty of "willful misconduct" in the downing of one
of its passenger jets by the Soviet Union. However, the
three-judge panel threw out a $50 million punitive damage award to families of 269 people who were aboard the
KAL plane. The jet was confirmed as shot down after
repeated warnings that it violated Soviet air space.

The space shuttle Discover landed safely in Florida
following an eight-day military research project on the
"Star Wars" program for the Pentagon. The spaceship
and its seven astronauts were diverted to Kennedy
Space Center because of strong wind conditions at
California's Ed wards Air Force Base, which is NASA's
primary touch down base. The results of the testing
showing the feasibility of Strategic Defense Initiative
have not been disclosed.
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Religious service scheduled
as planned by chaplains
By Laura Ross
News Reporter

Despite the Keene State College (KSC) president's decision to
have KSC's Baccalaureate moved
off campus because of the conflict
between church and state, UNH
has not changed its plans regarding Baccalaureate.
Richard Pennett, a UNH
catholic priest, said there was absolutely no pressure to change
Baccalaureate because of the incident at KSC.
"I believe she acted in the best
interest of her college," UNH Executive Vice President George
Kinnear said.
Kinnear said there was no
question of changing UNH's plan

for Baccalaureate. "Weexpectthat
everything scheduled will happen
as scheduled," Kinnear said. '1t is
very difficult to make a decision
such as the one at KSC because
you have to be very careful balancing everybody's constitutional
rights."
The Rev. Mary Westfall,
Protestant chaplain of the UNH
Campus Ministry, sai'd Baccalaureate is a religious service that attempts to make people focus their
thoughts on what the experience
of graduating means religiously
to each individual. She said Baccalaureate is optional and is held
in Johnson Theatre the night before graduation.
"Here at UNH there is a definite separation between church

and state," Westfall said.
Pennett, UNH chaplain representative and member of the
Commencement Committee, said
the University does not plan th.e
Baccalaureate. He said various
chaplains at the University plan
the service.
When the chaplains have decided how to run the Baccalaureate, they submit the plan to the
University, Pennett said.
Pennett will give the UNH
Baccalaureate address. Senior
Virginia Fryer will also speak at
the Baccalaueate. Dean Sanborn
will deliver the greetings in
President Nitzschke's absence,
Pennett said, adding that
Nitzschke has a previous engagement.

SCIENCE EDUCATION WORKSHOP - "Satellite and Surface
Sensing of Forest Decline." For reservations or information, Alden
Will at 862-1550.
DIMOND LIBRARY - Open extended hours, 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
N.H. INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR - "France and the United
States: New Developments and Old Dilemmas," Frank Costigliola,
URI. Sponsored by Center for International Perspectives. Alumni
Center, 4 p.m.
CONCERT - New Hampshire Gentlemen. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
SOLD OUT.

SATURDAY
DIMOND LIBRARY - Open extended hours, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

High school teachers take
UNH research to classroom
By Gretchen Hagen
News Reporter
Several New Hampshire high
school teachers will attend UNH
for a day in order to adapt UNH
research into their classrooms.
UNH is hosting the second
annual Secondary School Science
Teacher's Information Program
today, entitled "Satellite and Surface Sensing of Forest Decline."
The goal of the program is to
encourage discussion between
New Hampshire high school
teachers and secondary school
students concerning the technological research being conducted
by UNH faculty.
According to Christopher
Bauer, UNH professor of chemistry and co-director of the program,
one of the goals of the program is
to try and create a connection be-

tween the "cutting edge" research
being conducted at UNH and ·the
ways in which high school teachers can integrate that research into
their classrooms.
Alden Winn, professor
emeriti of electrical and computing engineering, said the program
will begin with field work, in
which the participants will look at
trees and take samples of leaves.
Lectures on forest decline are part
of the program. The day will end
with observations of the collected
samples and satellite data.
Earth orbiting satellites are
an effective method for collecting
data because forest decline is a
global problem, Winn said.
Barrett Rock, professor of
forest resources at UNH's complex systems research center, said
one of the program's goals is for

teachers to continue making observations of forest decline with
their students.
The observations the teachers make can be valuable to research at UNH, Rock said.
According to Winn, three of
the high school teachers scheduled to attend the program have
been briefed about the program's
content in advance so they can
start to think about ways to use
the information and technology in
the classroom.
Winn said the number of participants will be relatively small
so the ''hands on" aspect of the
program can be taken advantage
of.
The program is being funded
by the New Hampshire Department of Education through an
Eisenhower grant.

Personals?
For Sale?
Advertising?
Housing?

Business
Office!
Room 110B

MUB
862-1323

MENS' RUGBY GAME- UNH's Rugby Football Club vs. Worcester State Rugby Club. First home rugby game in 11 years. Upper
field behind Field House, (enter thru Field House) 12:30 p.m., free.
CONCERT - New Hampshire Notables. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.,
Tickets at door. Students/seniors $4, general $6. Tickets at MUB
Ticket Office and at door.

SUNDAY
MUSO FILM-" A Clockwork Orange," Strafford Room, MUB, 7:30
and 10p.m.
CONCERT - UNH Wind Symphony and UNH Concert Choir.
·
Johnsor Theater, 8 p.m., free.

SHOWCASEPRESENTATIONS-Dance:jazz,tap&moderndance.
Johnson Theater, 7:30 p.m., $3 at door only.
CEREMONY - Red Feather will join the Native American Cultural
Assoc. to lead an evening of ceremony. Very young children are not
invited. senate Room, MUB, 7 p.m., free.

TUESDAY
LAST DAY OF CLASSES
TALK - Wild Walders Walk Talk, Celebration Awards Lunch.
Featured speaker: Melvin Nielson, President of Seacoast Striders,
the local volks Marching Group. Senate Room, MUB, noon to 1 p.m.

To submit information stop by the MUB Administration Office,
Room 322 for forms and deadlines.

30 DEERFIELD DRIVE, DOVER, NH

03820 I (603) 749-4383
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SHOWCASE PRESENTATION - Musical Theater, variety
Broadway hits. Hennessy Theater, 7:30 p.m., $3 at door only.
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To the 1991 Graduating Class, please
come back and see us some time!
S. & S. Mat. 12:20 and 2: 10

i

Eves. 6:35 & 9:00,

i the doors
I
S. & S. Mat. 4:00

14:l ml n. (R)

I

100 min. (G)

Neverending Story II
S. & S. Mat. 12:30 &
2:00

Home Alone

l 05 min. (PG)

All Eves. 6:50 & 9: 10; S. & S. Mat. 4:20

The Grifters

S. & S. Mat. 12:35, 2:35

'Disney's
SHIPWRECKED

12s min. (R)

All Eves. 7:00, & 9:20,
S. & S. Mat. 4:30

The Merrying
Man

II

---- Ev-es~-$3·:so

115mln. (R)
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NTHESPOT
Should there be a seven- day waitin g period to
buy a hand gun?

Michael Perki11
Political Scienc
Sophomore

Scott Langevin
Sociology
Senior

"Most definitely, at least 7 days. Any
person that would need a handgun
for most reasons would have no
problem waiting 7 days to have their
record checked."

Jennifer Leosz
Psychology
Senior

''Yes, but I don't think it's going to
significantly reduce crime. Most of
the killings aren't done with legal
handguns."

''Yes, I do. I think it would slow
down the process, but not stop
people from being able to get them.
I don't think it's going to stop how
many there are."

CamiCavadi
Business
Administration
Junior

Dedrick Griffin
Health Management
Frosh

"Certainly, but there shouldn't be
handguns in the first place. If none of
us had handguns we would be forced
to work out our differences peacefully."

If student responses are any indication, the
Bardy Bill's proposed 7-day waiting period to buy a
handgun would pass at the University of New
Hampshire.
Michael Perkins said he thinks the 2nd
Amendment, the right to bear arms, would not be
damaged by the waiting period.
"I think people should have the right to have
weapons for self defense and hunting," he said.
According to Perkins, anyone who would need
a gun for those purposes would have no problem
obtaining a gun.
The primary reason the students asked gave for

"No. People should be able to shoot
whoever they want whenever they
want ... so watch out."

being in favor of the waiting period was that of
giving a potential killer time to cool off before they
killed someone in a fit of anger.
Cami Cavadi, not really as dangerous as the
quote with her picture might suggest, said she
thinks the waiting period would prevent spontaneous killings.
"If someone is mad it prevents them from
running out and buying a handgun in the heat of
the moment," said Cavadi.
Dedrick Griffin said handguns lend themselves to murder too easily even without the waiting period.

Compiled by Winifred Walsh

"When you have a handgun in your hand and
you're mad at someone, you may not be thinking
straight and just shoot them," said Griffin.
If handguns were eradicated from our society,
it would force people to think our their differences
and solve problems, he said.
Scott Langevin said the people who do most of
the shooting in this country do not obey the laws
anyway, and would not obey handgun laws.
Most of the handguns that kill people are
illegal ones to begin with, said Langevin. 'The
waiting period is just keeping the honest people
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Now Hiring for
the Granite!
Come down to Rm. 125 MUB and
pick up an application for:
PRODUCTION MANAGER
LITERARY EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
PHOTO EDITOR
CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER
GREEK COORDINATOR
SENIOR SECTION COORDINATOR
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GENERAL
MOVIE NIGHT: Watch new and old releases with friends and
join in informal discussion afterwards. Sunday, May 12, Waysmeet, Protestant Student Center, 7 p.m.
SUMMER WORK: University Advising Center will be hiring
peer advisors to work 25 hours a week from June 10-30th. Total
pay is $400. Applications in Hood House, lower level.
RETURNING SfUDENT ACADEMIC SUPPORT GROUP:
Adult returning students meet to share information, resources,
discuss common concerns, 862-1548. Tuesdays, Room 105,
Verrette House Building, noon to 1:30 p.m.
PHONE HOTLINE: Confidential information and support for
gay, lesbian, and bisexual students or those questioning their
sexuality. Run by trained students - call 862-3922. SundaysThursdays, 6-9 p.m.
HALL PROGRAM: Sexploration. Tuesday, May 14, Fairchild Pit,
8p.m.

HEALTH
EATING CONCERNS SUPPORT GROUP: On-going support
group for individuals struggling with eating concerns including
compulsive eating or bulimia. Call Health Education, 862-3823
or Counseling, 862-2090 for a screening appointment.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Sessions are open .
only to those who have a desire to stop drinking. MondayFriday, Conference Room #201A, Health Services, noon-1 p.m.

WE WANT YOU!!!
~

All applications due May 15th

RESUMES
For a resume that can do the job,
depend on Kinko's.

kinko•s®
• Copies
• Binding
• Floppy Disks

• Office Supplies
• Convenient Hours
• Resume Papers

51 MAIN STREET, DURHAM

Congratulation Seniors!
From your
pals at the
New Hampshire
Good Luck!!

AL-ANON MEETING: Mondays, Medical Library #222, noon-1
p.m.
AEROBICS CLASS (NON-CREDIT): Summer shape-up/ stay-fit
programs begin with a 5-week aerobics class beginning June 3,
1991. Class meets M/W /Fin NH Hall Gymnasium, 12-1 p.m. All
ability levels welcome! Register now - Room 151, Field House,
M-F 8 a.m.-4 p.m. $15 for summer students, $20 Rec Pass holders,
$30 others.
CROSS TRAINING CLASS (NON-CREDITI: Continue your fitness program with aerobics/calisthen_ics, power walking and
aquacize beginning July 8 until August 9, 1991. First class meets
in NH Hall, M/W /F, 12-1 p.m. All ability levels welcome!
Register in Room 151, Field House, M-F 8 a.m.-r p.m. $15 summer
students, $20 Rec Pass holders, $30 others.

MEETINGS
DISCUSSION GROUP: Faculty /staff gay men, lesbians, and
bisexuals. Tuesdays, Resource Room #249, Health Services, 4:305:30 p.m.
STUDENTS FOR CHOICE MEETING: We are dedicated to
keeping reproductive choice in New Hampshire and the U.S.
Mondays, Rm. 41, Ham Smith, 7 p.m.

To submit information stop in the MUB Administration Office, Room
322 for forms and deadlines.

868-6322

STEP ON UP TO STRAFFORD PLACE
Now renting under ~W management
Beautiful Accomodations.
Great Student Rates!
Call between 12-5 and ask for Trixie
Ar)~
(603)868-2192
~~~
14 Strafford Avenue
r . Durham, NH 03824

UNH

NAUTILU§ OF PORTSMOUTH
767 Islington Street
Home of Miss New Hampshire

UNH

PAGES
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Tensions brew at Young Drive

UNH
Summer Storage
in
Durham
(June, July, August)
Free Pick-up & Delivery
lnDurham
·

Call
•

&

868-5350.

By Scott Sargent
News Reporter
Young Drive in Durham is
at the center of tension between
UNH students, local residents
and the Durham Police Department because of a block party
that was broken up by the
Durham Police last Saturday.
Young Drive resident
and senior Rick Fawcett said the
Durham Police seems to work
against students rather than for
students.
"They try to intimidate
students. They come to my house
and kick everyone out, even
though wedidn'tbreakanylaws.
Then when I ask them a question
about the laws, they won't explain them. It's frustrating,"
Fawcett said.
Junior Dave MacVicar,
also of Young Drive, said "All
year long the police have been
pretty cool, but they patrol the
street more than is called for."
MacVicar said he wasatthe block
party on Saturday.
'The police definitely
broke up the party too early. Everyone was cooperating with
them," MacVicar said.
Chief Paul Gowen of the
Durham Police Department said

he is a ware of the possibility of
tension between students and the
police department.
"I'm sure that those who
have been the recipients of some
of our enforcement may not have
kind words toward us. That's certainly understandable," Gowen
said.
Gowen said he has experienced problems with Young
Drive since he arrived in Durham
in 1975. "I'm sure that 'when we
shut a party down like that, it's
probably not welcomed, but
hopefully people can understand
why we do what we do," he said.
Gowen said Saturday's
incident was a matter of two competing interests. He said, on the
one hand, he understands seniors
are leaving, and they want to get
together to say their goodbyes. On
the other hand, he has an obligation to the neighbors who live near
Young Drive, Gowen said.
According to Gowen, one
neighbor who lives near Young
Drive has had his home vandalized: objects thrown through his
windows, groups standing outside his home shouting and litter
left in his yard by groups passing
through his yard on their way to
Young Drive.

C.H. Mullins, a former
professor of military science at
UNH, said he moved into his home
28 years ago when Young Drive
was just a field. He said he would
take his children to see pheasants
and to fish. Now Mullins said he
has to contend with his woodpile
being knocked down and his
mailbox being destroyed six or
eight times a year. Mullins said
being a victim of vandalism is the
price he has paid for living near a
path to Young Drive.
Mullins has been giving
the residents of Young Drive vegetables from his garden forover 20
years. He said he thinks the students who live on Young Drive
are a great bunch of kids, but he
does not like their guests.
''The majority of residents are very fond of the students down there (Young Drive),
they are usually very polite. It is
their guests who cause all the
trouble," Mullins said.
Mullins said he does not
mind students letting off a little
steam, but would like to see them
stop before 2 a.m .
"It's tough to have company on a weekend and expect
them to get a good night's sleep,"
he said.

Mullins said he does not
blame the students or the police
entirely. He said he and other residents "feel strongly that the police
have never told the owner of
Young Drive to straighten his act
out."
Gowen is interested in
doing "anything to open the doors
of communication" between students and the community.
Gowen said he sees the
Town Gown Committee, which is
made up of UNH representatives
and Durham officials, as a way of
getting the University more involved in the community. Policing the community is one area of
involvement the committee is
working on.
·
Gowen said he still feels
that Durham is a "different kind
of community because of the University."
"Policing in Durham is
totally different than policing in
other types @f communities,"
Gowens said.
Junior and Young Drive
resident John Newman said he
realizes that the police are just doing their job.
"We view them as a threat
to our fun, but they have to keep
law and order," said Newman.

Pay the registration fee and get the summer free!
Join the Salem Athletic Club, pay the registration fee ($150/individual or $195/
family} and get the summer free. Monthly membership dues will begin in
September.

At Salem Athletic Club
the climate is always perfect.
Manor Parkway • Salem, NH 03079 • (603) 893-8612

.~
?~

One Week FREE!
Now is a great tim~ to take adv_an~age of the Summer Membership Special
at ~he ?ale~ Athletic Club. We invite you to visit our facilities for a free no
obhgat,on t:1al memb~rship. Simply fill out this coupon and bring itto the club.
Then - enJoy an entire week of fun .and fitness at the club.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Salem
Athletic
-club

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State and Zip Code _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
'Must be 18 years or older to participate.
Offer valid through May 31, 1991.
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On Tuesday, April 16,
security employees and police officers on patrol came across two
male subjects in the process of
painting letters on the front door
ofT-Hall at about 1:18a.m. Subjects
fled the area and were not apprehended.

Dover, N.H., was arrested and
charged with unlawful possession
of alcohol on Sunday, April 21 at
approximately 10:55 p.m.
John M. Hirst, 24, of
Durham, N.H., was arrested on
Monday, April 22, and charged
with setting off a false fire alarm
on April 14 in Smith Hall.

19, of Christensen Hall, Durham,
N.H., David A. Coster, 19, of S.
Easton, Mass., Marc J. Oldenburg,
22, of Biddeford, Maine, Erik R.
Glockler, 19, of Gardiner, Maine,
Terrance B. Real, 20, of Quincy,
Mass., Conrad A. Looney, 22, of
Rutland, Vt., Geoffrey R. Webb of
Cagenovia, N.Y., and Colleen R.
Nadeau, 19, of Bowdoinham,
Maine, were all arrested and
charged with unlawful possession
of alcohol on Thursday, April 25
in Lot A.

Zachary H. Stevens, 20,
of Hubbard Hall, was charged
Eric Weston, 22, of
with unlawful possession of alco- Durham, N.H., was arrested and
hol on Friday, April 19, at about charged with harassment on
12:35a.m.
Wednesday, April 24.

Keon F. Ioannou, 25, of
Keene, N .H., and Colin W.
Andrezejczk, 21 of Langlin, N.H.,
were arrested and charged with
controlled drug violations on
Thursday, April 25 in A lot.

Frederick}. McEnroe, 22,
Christopher G. Smith, 21,
of Brockton, Mass., was arrested of Durham, N.H. was arrested and
and charged with driving while charged with disorderly conduct
intoxicated on Saturday, April 20, on Wednesday, April 24.
at 2:25a.m.

Charles S. Springstead,
22, of Oradell, NJ, was arrested
and charged with criminal trespassing on Friday, April 26.

Keith P. Schmitt, 22, of
Scott K. Ahearn, 19, and Durham, N.H., was arrested and
Robert V. McHugh, 20, both of charged with disorderly conduct
Stoke Hall, were arrested and on Thursday, April 25.
charged with unlawful possession
of alcohol on Saturday, April 20.
Jay M. Cadorette, 21, and
Kevin W. Taube, 19, both of
Keith L. Lonsdale, 19, of Congreve Hall, Durham, N.H.,
Hanover, N.H., was arrested and were arrested and charged with
charged on Sunday, April 21 with resisting detention on Thurday,
the theft of a radar detector from a April 25, at 12:50 a.m.
vehicle parked in C lot.

Ezekial Vaughn, 20, of
Saratoga Springs, N.Y., Thomas
McClain Rogers, 18, of Cohassett,
Mass., Stephen Osgood, 18, of
Wolfeboro, N.H., Joseph K.
McCammon, 20, of Lincoln University, Pa., and Brendon L.
Gilmore, 24, ofSharon, Mass., were
arrested and charged with violationofthecontrolleddruglawson
Friday, April 26.

Christi Trabucco, 20, of
David S. Rouleau, 20, of Sand own, N .H ., Ma rt·m P. C arney,

Ronald R. Karalus of
Amherst, N.H., was arrested and

charged with indecent exposure/
lewdness on Friday, April 26 at
4:15 p.m. He had been riding a
bicycle nude at the time.
Aaron M. Farr, 20, of
Newmarket, N.H., Heather
Barletta, 19, of N. Reading, Mass.,
and Albert V. Donato, 19, of the
USS Miller (FF-1091), New York,
N.Y., were arrested and charged
with unlawful possession of alcohol on Sunday, April 27.
Benjamin Corrow, 22, of
Madbury, N.H., David J. Young,
23, of North Hampton, N .H., and
Derek V. Devito, of Exeter, NH,
were arrested and charged with ·
driving while intoxicated on Saturday, April 27.
Theresa J. Veneski, 37, of
Dover, N.H., Ann V. Savola, 22, of
Hingham, Mass, and Michael
Frucci, 22, of Durham were arrested and charged with driving
while intoxicated on Thursday,
May 2.
Richard R. Belanger, 21,
of Nashua, NH, and Scott Brehm,
20, of Nashua, N .H. were arrested
and charged with unlawful discharge of fireworks on Friday, May
3.
Ronald R. Karalus, 21, of
Durham, N.H., was arrested and
charged with indecent exposure/
lewdness on Friday, May 3.

William Clarke, 19, of
Shelton, Conn., was arrested and
charged with lewdness on Saturday, May 4.
Nicholas Addiego, 20, of
Loveladies, N .J ., and Brian
Macfarland, 19, of Natick, Mass.,
were both arrested and charged
for lewdness and resisting detention on Saturday, May 4.
Matt Chmura, 20, of
Deerfield, Mass., was arrested and
charged with disorderly conduct
on Saturday, May 4.
Heather Lee Thompson,
19, of Newton, Mass., and Debra
Ann Mudge, 19,ofWestmoreland,
N.H., were arrested and charged
with unlawful possession of alcohol on Saturday, May 4.
Peter G. Rokel, 22, of
Windham, N.H., Brian 0. McCue,
21, of Rockville Center, N.Y., Jeffrey B. Ward, 20, of Newmarket,
N.H., and Michael Slatoff, 20, of
Nashua, N.H., were all arrested
and charged with prohibited sales
of alcohol on Saturday, May 4.
Brian E. Jackson, 20, of
Newington, Conn., and William
Moquin, 21, of Newmarket, N .H.,
were both arrested and charged
with driving while intoxicated on
Sunday, May 5.

PRESENTS
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Problems at

SafeRides
Safe Rides' employees say they are running
into trouble. The program is designed to get people
home when they have no other resort, they said. Unfortunately, people are not using it for its intended
purpose: a last resort.
Large parties that occur off campus sometimes
require SafeRides to use a COAST /kari-van bus to get
everyone home safely. According to a release from
SafeRides, buses place individuals in extraordinary
danger because SafeRides is not able to "assess and
insure the relative safety of our passengers." Because of
this, SafeRides will no longer use buses as a part of its
program.
SafeRides asks that people abstain from
drinking, drink responsibly or establish a designated
driver. If these fail, then SafeRides invites people to call
them at 862-1414 from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m., Thursday
through Saturday.

International

student singers
come to UNH
On Saturday, May 18, take a two-hour break
from studying for finals and listen to the internationallyrenowned musical group, Up With People.
The cast of 99 students from 15 different countries will be performing an all-new two hour show
entitled, "Rhythm of the World." Fifteen writers from six
countries have composed the music, celebrating the
diversity of cultures and ideas around the world from
the sounds and issues prevalent in international music
today. Included in the program is popular music from
Japan, music from the '70s and a rap song.

The group also needs host families for their fiveday stay.
After the show, interviews for one of the five
international casts will be held ..Although musical talent is
a necessity, maturity, personality, motivation, interest in
world situations, the ability to communicate and a desire to
serve others are the most important qualities for anyone
interested in joining. Thus, an audition is not required_.
Since the program's beginning in the summer of
1965, its aim has been to build understanding among
people of all nations through a program of intercultural
education, musical performance and public service. Each
year, more than 650 young people representing over 20

Dance of
the nymphs
Anyone walking behind the MUB Wednesday
between 4 and 4:30 p.m. would have seen an uncommon
sight: six women in sweatshirts and leotards dancing
though the woods like the dryads or wood nymphs of
Greek mythology. These women were performing their
final project for the class Dance Composition II. Their
piece was appropriately entitled, "Outdoor Dances."
The dancers, who also choreographed the piece,
started by the stairs leading up to Horton Hall, wove their
way down the path toward Divine Hall, and then made
their way back behind the MUB. They then danced to the
lawn behind the PCAC, where they finished. There, two
women pulled at each other and cried out, "Wait! Stop!
Dreaming ... " while the others darted out onto the lawn,
circled and twirled before disappearing back behind some
bushes, out of sight of the audience. On their journey, they
became trees, only to be chopped down. They became
animals, nature-worshippers, people. The improvised
music, played by sophomore trumpeter Taylor Haskins,
peppered through the dance and blended with the dancers' movements perfectly so that it stayed in the background, neither detracting nor distracting from the performance.
The dancers had been working on the piece for
about four weeks, according to their instructor, Jean

BUDGET, from page 1
posals to increase or expand the
business profits tax, imposing a
business payroll tax, a continuance of the telephone taxes, and a
general income tax.
State Sen. Wayne King,
D-Rumney, said the proposed tax
reform bill he is proposing would
generate $211 million dollars toward education in New Hampshire, while the total package
would generate $525 million in
revenue for the state.
According to King, who
is a UNH alumnus, the proposed
income tax bill would solve the
budgetary problems in the state
by making up for the revenue

shortfall, providing property tax
relief in the form of cuts of up to 50
percent in current property tax
rates, and more fairly distributing
the tax burden.
King said that while the
current tax system unfairly burdens the lower and middle classes,
an incremental income tax would
redistribute the burden. King cited
statistics that showed those who
currently make morethan$200,000
per year pay between 2 and 3 percent of that in taxes. At the same
time, those making moderate and
low incomes pay approximately
17 percent in taxes.
According to King, the

bill also provides for economic
growth and research incentives
that would work in cooperation
with Nitzschke' s proposals to increase research initiatives at the
University.
King said that the Universityand the state would benefit
because jobs would be created
through research contracts and
expanding business opportunities.
Businesses whoawarded
research contracts to the Universitywould beeligiblefortaxcredits
and state matching funds that act
as incentives for businesses that
participate in this type of joint
venture, said King.

PARKING, from page 1
and there should be a mandatory
public transportation fee for all
students.
"All students share access to the Coast buses, so the
University should have a subsidy
paid by all," Stedge said. He said
the ACPf agreed that the current
system of subsidizing the general

fund, from parking permits, fines,
tuition and the student activity
fee, "is unjust."
Stedge said the ACPT
recommended that mapping and
parking regulations be distributed
in order to improve the communication problem.
Members that worked

with Stedge to form the 1992 parking plan were Ken Baldwin, Kay
Chaltas, Kathy Curran, Corinne
Moore and Jill Conrad.
Kinnear closed the forum
promising that set parking plans
for 1992 would be out before students pick up their permits next
year.

Women dance in "Outdoor Dances" (K. Rivard, Photo).
McGregor-Wiles. Each one took a certain area that the
dance would cover and developed her part of the dance.
Ideas, said dancer Cheryl Lemieux, came from the people
and animals who walked through the area. In this way, the
dance imitated their movements in different ways. For
example, the last part, choreographed by Sandy Haile, took
its words and emotions from exercises she saw an acting
class doing.
The dancers also had to account for what the
weather might have in store for them and for passers-by,
both human and animal. Haile described one time during
rehearsal when a great dane came running after them.
These uncertain circumstances resulted in leaving the dance
opentosomespontaneitywhileatthesametimerestricting
the dancers' movements. Thus, the dancers never rolled on
the ground. When a student suddenly found herself in the
middle of the dance, the dancers were able to let her
through without interrupting the dance.
"It may not look like a style, but it was their intent
to have the scene fit the setting," McGregor-Wiles said.
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Grandmas Coming
To
Town
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Open line is an anonymous and
confidential phone line service
offered to:

- Stop in at the

•promote a positive awareness
*give support
*supply information
•and in general, help ALL
people concerned and/or
connected with gay, lesbian, and
bisexual issues.

Hours of operation:
Sunday - Thursday 6-9 PM

UNH Bookstore
to meet Grandma
and sample some of
ul lweets
her

linf

Tuesday May 14

10:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Eryoy the goodies and leave
a wicked sweet person

862-39 22

SUNDAY , MAY 12
7:30 PM
10:00 PM

-

$1 STUDENTS

$2 NON-STUD ENTS
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We're all insane?
The world according to
The Union Leader
The Manchester Union Leader seems to
think that we've all gone crazy. At least that's the
impression we got when we read Tuesday's
editorial entitle1"lnsanity at UNH."
Not that our favorite paper didn't have
anything worthwhile to say. Quite the contrary.
It made some very interesting points.
The editorial began by telling its readers
that the University has bought into the "reverse
discrimination insanity that is creeping across
the nation." The editorial argues that UNH is
"swallowingthis,line,hookandsinker,"because
it decided to spend $1 million on trying to increase
diversity on campus.
Perhaps the Union Leader does not know
the facts. Nowhere in its editorial does it even
mention the number of minority students that
go to UNH. Nowhere does it mention how many
black members of the UNH commun\ty feel
outnumbered and awkward at times. Nowhere
does it mention that the Ku Klux Klan recruits on

campus.
Not to mention that trying to introduce
Currently, UNH is not buying into "re- people to other cultures is frivolous. Helping
verse discrimination," it is trying to help im- students to understand that minority groups are
prove diversity on campus. When I walked by important is a waste of time. UNH isn't doing
the dining hall last week, I saw an African- anything worthwhile. Why not just let it stay
American approaching me. She smiled. I smiled "white as a ghost?"
back.Allday,alllcould thinkaboutwashowshe
It seems that the Union Leader is telling
was the first black person I had ever really had us that creating more diversity on campus is
contact with in my three years at school. It made wrong. How dare we try to change things?
We admit that spending $1 million to set
me ashamed to say I was from UNH.
To further insult us, the Union Leader up scholarship funds for UNH is a bit off the
makes the statement: ''How can the University wall. But, that doesn't mean it's wrong. If $1
System dare complain about the level funding million is what it takes to unite races, then so be
Gov. Judd Gregg proposed for it this year?"
it.
How can we dare ask for money? After
Before the Union Leader goes spouting
all,itiseverydepartment, professor and student's off about "Insanity at UNH", it should think
fault that the administration decided to spend through the issues. It should take into consid$1 million to try to attract minorities. Why not eration the number of minority students, and
make them all pay? Give them another cut, get _ the void of culture and diversity that fills the
rid of the Physics Department or the College of University. Is $1 million all that much to spend to
Liberal Arts. UNH can take it.
fill that gap? You be the judge.

litrnP::WHE.::ffllJO~tl
hanks to
Greeks

To the Editor:
We write to commend
and thank the many members of
the Greek System who have chosen to direct their community
service projects through the
Catholic Student Center at UNH.
Certainly, the number of hours
and amounts of good that their
people have dedicated to the
service of others has made the
Durham, UNHand surrounding
communities better because of
theeffort. Thehungryhavebeen
fed, the poorly clothed have been
cared for, the cold have been
given warmth, and many of the
lonely and marginalized have
had their dignity and worth affirmed by smiling faces and
outstretched willing hands.
We are especially
grateful for the assistance we at
the Catholic Student Center received from Alpha Phi, Phi
Kappa Theta, Phi Kappa Sigma,
Lambda Chi Alpha, Alpha Chi
Omega, Delta Zeta, Sigma Beta
and Sigma Phi Epsilon in our
recent phon-a-thon. Because of
their efforts, combined with
others in the community, it looks
as if we will achieve our goal of
$14,000 with which we can continue to serve the UNH community with our programs and facilities.
Finally, wemusttell the

community that the free student
supper enjoyed by 150 students at
our Center most Sunday evenings
has been greatly enhanced by the
efforts of Lambda Chi Alpha and
Phi Kappa Theta's service of set
up and break down of the equipment needed.
The Greeks have served
us well and our community in this
laboratory of life called "the University" is the better because of
them.
Sincerely,
Reverend Frederick J Pennett
Jane C. Hall
Chaplains to the University

Food and
People
To the Editor:
Often times, large general education courses are considered impersonal, cold, and
lacking of any type of involvement
on the part of both students and
faculty alike.
At this time, I would like
to inform the academic community of how proud I am as a faculty
member of the students in ANSC
400 - the course Food and People.
I would like to publicly thank all
the wholehearted support they
gave the 1991 Crop Walk. More
than 550 students voluntarily
turne<! out on Sunday to walk four
miles in an effort to make a statement addressing the issues of

mamutnuon ana nunger ma communal and global sense. Asa result
of this overwhelming support approximately $1,600 was raised to
assist in alleviating hunger in the
world as well as locally.
In addition to thanking
the students in my class for their
participation in this social awareness activity, I would like to acknowledge the effort of the organizing committee.
In conclusion, I would
like to state what a positive experience it was to work with such an
enthusiastic and concerned group
of students. An exciting activity
such as this helps to make teaching
such a rewarding and shared experience.
Patricia Dugan Bedker
Assistant Professor

Staff
speak out
To the Editor:
It's too bad that given an
opportunity to show an interest in
what's really happening here on
the UNH campus and demonstrate
support for a community beyond
the student body, The New Hampshire failed to take advantage of it.
On Monday, April 22, I
delivered two fliers about the Staff
Speakup scheduled to take place
Tuesday, April 30 and asked that
they appear in Tuesday's and
Friday's issues. The Managing
Editor assured me that he would
try to get them in both issues and
would call me if there were any
problems. They did not appear in
either issue. No phone call.
During the same visit to
the paper's offices I also managed
to track down the editor of the On
The Spot page. I had left five

messages asking her to call me,
one of them relayed by the editor
and another_by that same Managing Editor. Yet, in three weeks
she had not bothered to call.
I wanted her to consider
ask.Ing a question about the support staff on this campus as a way
of drawing attention both to the
Speakup itself and to the reason
behind it, the lack of visibility of

the staff in the University community. She declined, saying that
it wasn't a "student issue" and
wouldn't be of "student interest."
Yet, if recent "On the
spot" questions, such as "What do
Saddam Hussein and a UNH
student have in common?" or
"Would you rather be invisible or

please see LETl'ERS, page
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The Golden
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owned her own fabric shop that imported tweeds and fine materials
from Avoca, Ireland . She ran the shop until she was 97 years old.
Everyone loved to visit her, share a cup of sassafras tea, and look at
her beautiful fabrics. Shewasastrong-willed, well-educated woman.
And she died in a nursing home.
She died in a room where her roommate moaned continuously, suffering from a mental disorder. She
died like a sad, abandoned woman.
I visited her once at the nursing home,
and vowed never to return. My great-aunt was
not the woman I saw. My great-aunt was
strong, stubborn and alive. I didn't know who
this weak person was that I visited. This new
person was helpless, unable to feed herself or
comb her hair. This woman cried, then spat at me with hatred. This
woman blamed me for bringing her to this hell.
It wasn't her fault. The nursing home changed her. She grew
dependent and child-like. She lost her "edge"; that defiant personality mixed with a rigor for life. The nursing home stole her spark.
And they call these the golden years.
Not quite.
One of the most critical social problems society must face
going into the next century is how to care for the elderly. Millions of
people must face the reality that they can't take care of themselves
anymore. For many, the only alternative is a nursing home.
Years ago, you grew older and moved in with your children,
who would care for you. But society has abandoned the extended
family.
If we continue using the present system of nursing homes,
we must make them more humane.
Nursing homes should have graduated levels of care: separating people who are terminally ill from those who simply can't live
alone.
The general idea is to separate the progressive levels of care,
so that a person recovering from a hip injury wouldn't be lying next
to a terminally ill patient who is constantly moaning in pain. It would
b~ best for their morale to keep people of the same capabilities and
needs together as a group that can relate to each other, socialize and
possibly help one another through a trying time in their lives.
Many nursing homes today are dehumanizing and demoralizing. They offer care that is routine and impersonal, with little
attention to the individual. People who live in the homes are treated
like children, so they often become dependent and "institutionalized."
They stop fighting for life. They stop caring. They die.
I want nursing homes to allow and encourage their residents to be active. I want the residents to do as much for themselves
as they can.
I want the elderly to live out their golden years with dignity
in the least restrictive and most independent environment they can.
Yeah, but how much will it cost? Can we afford it? Is it
worth it? Let's face it, there are so many· issues, from AIDS, to the
environment, do we really have time to care about this issue?
We had better care, for someday we ourselves must face our
own golden years.

By AliJurta
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''FOOTPRINTS''
By William Fox
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fly?" tap student interest, surely
one question about the people
who deal with student problems
in the offices on campus,·or who
clean student bathrooms in the
dorms, or who clean up after
students in the dining halls
wouldn't be out of place?
It's symptomatic of how
empty of real meaning the concept
of community on this.campus is
that our interests are so narrowly
defined. What is a problem for
one group will eventually become
a problem for all of us. We are not
insulated against connectedness,
no matter how much we'd prefer
to be.
I almost decided not to
write this letter, doubting it would
change anything. The New
Hampshire's ineptitude is so ingrained it would be like expecting
a leopard to change its spots. And
if student interests are really so
narrow,thenmycomplaintwould
fall on deaf ears.
But I'm fed up with
keeping silent whenever I feel
badly treated. Silence feeds on
itself and eats up our sense of
who we are and what we deserve
to expect. That was why we organized a speakout. The New
Hampshire is the one medium that
reaches the whole community at
UNH, and as such it bears a re-sponsibility to that community. I
wish it would start to take that
responsibility seriously. It could
actually lead, instead of follow,
and help change our misguided
perceptions of where our interests lie.

Sincerely,
Kathleen McCartney
Associate Professor
Sincerely,
Roland Goodbody
Library

Stereotypes
To the Editor:
Last Tuesday's lead article was about "the human side"
of Malinda Lawrence, the newly.
elected Student Body President.
In the first sentence reader~ are
told that she "is nobody's stereotype." In the next sentence readers learn why. It is presumably
because she is "pretty, blonde, and
consumed by a drive to succeed."
The reader draws the appropriate
conclusion that pretty, blonde
women aren't typically consumed.
byadrivetosucceed. Apparently,
Malinda knows all too well about
this stereotype. When she has an
embarrassing moment, she says
people conclude that she is
''blonde and ditzy."
It seems to me that this
story helps to propagate this stereotype about pretty, blonde
women. This story also helps to
propagate stereotypes about
women in general. Last year there
was no human interest story on
Brian McCabe. Readers never
learned about his hair color or
about his level of attractiveness.
It is one thing to quote
Malinda Lawrence on how she
believes others prejudge her. It is
quite a different thing to begin a
human interest story by discussing her appearance.

Bobhouse 1
To the Editor:
Friday, May 13, I was
shown your article on Bobhouse,
and thought it to be a very favorable review. However, I believe
you may have made a few misconceptions.
First of all, I hardly believe that Bobhouse is wierd. I
also feel that dance music with
such incredible lyrics, is not wierd
either. Not quite wierd, but refreshingly different. Bobhouse's
music gets a message across on a
medium that has been the avenue
for trite and unexpressive lyrics.
And by the way, what's
so odd about "Aliens LOVE the
kids"? Does this mean that "Mr.
Spaceman", by the Byrds, is odd
too?
In reading on, the article
did make valid and true points.
You' re right in saying that there is
nothing like seeing them live. No
matter where they play. (And
belive me, I've seen them in a lot of
places) they go with the scene! I
have never seen a band that is able
to keep up with such a constant
level of performance. I often wonder where they get their energy.
Not more than a week ago, I spent
an entire weekend with Bob house,
and trying to keep up with them is
more than I am capable of. First
they played a gig in Boston, finished. at one in the morning. Arrived back at their place at three in

the morning, got up five hours
later and played up at Southern
Maine. Later that evening, they
played their one-year anniversary gig at Norton's. Needless to
say, they were still hyped-up!
But, I beleive the thing
that I am most concerned about
is the misconception of vocalist
Laura Muckenhaupt. I am
speaking on my behalf, from my
own opinion and observations. I
don't think that saying that she is
tambourine slinging of toting
gives a right identity toward
Laura. I'm sorry to say, but despite the wonderful compliments, you've placed her in the
wrong light. You've given me
the impression that she's some
bubble headed singer, with a
painted on smile. From my observations, she's more than that.
Every time I arrive early to one of
their shows, she's always there,
taking it upon herself to make up
a song list. She goes right to
work. Plus, she is soooooo particular when it comes to her
monitors (stage speakers that
allow the singers to hear themselves). She's there to gather
people up and get things going.
She is truly serious about what
she does. I'm not saying that the
others in the band aren't as intense, it's just that Laura means
more to the band than just a face
and body. I hope Laura doesn't
mind what I've said, but that's
what I think. In conclusion,
Bobhouseisagreatbunch. Being
in the music business, I rarely get
excited about one single band,
but Bobhouse is the exception.
Their music is infectious. They've
really gotten under my skin. And
to Bobhouse-Bunch, Laura, Troy,
Paul, Jay and "Hank" -it's just a
matter of time!

Thanx!
Freddy Dame Jr.

Bobhouse 2
To the Editor:
I am responding to the
review of Bobhouse which appeared in the May 3 edition of the
New Hampshire. At first, I thought
Mr.Fujawa'sarticlewasquitegood
- the writing was smooth, and Mr.
Fuja wa' s use of the language made
the article interesting to read. Furthermore, he gave Bob house a very
positive review - one that they
certainly deserve, for Bobhouse is
a talented and unique band. I loved
the review, that is, until I read the ·
paragraph about Laura.
I feel that the manner in
which Mr. Fujawa portrayed Laura
was ·sexist, insulting, and
completley inaccurate. Laura's
function in the band is not as a sex
object - her purpose is not to keep
maleBobhousefans "awake". She
is a songwriter and a fine vocalist,
as Mr. Fujawa said, but she does
not dance on stage for the benefit
of men. Laura is a person, not an
object, and I think she deserves an
apology. I don't believe that Mr.
Fujawa consciously intended to
insult Laura's integrity. Rather, it
seems that he just wrote that
paragraph without thinking about
its sexist implications. All I'm
asking is that he, and all writers,
try to think more carefully about
what they write. Sexism, racism,
and other forms of discrimination
are ram pant in society, and sometimes we all forget how deeply they
are embedded in our society.
Thank You,
Kathenne DeMore

UVM, from page 1 - - - - - - ALLIANCE, from page 4
The students in the
president's office communicate
with President Davis via hand
delivered letters and receive food
through a balcony, according to
Romano.
Marro said the students
in the president's office have a
ladder going up to the balcony.
He said some of the students who
have taken up residence in the
president's wing have been going
to their classes and have taken
final exams.
Ina similarincidentthree
years ago, students occupied. the
president's office and the president
at that time, Lattie Coor, did neMarro said for students it gotiate with the students and an
is ''business as usual."
agreement was made.

violence."
In support of the students
in the president's office, another
group of approximately30 students
went on a hunger strike for eight
days, which ended on May 8 when
the students occupying the
president's office asked them to
stop.
"There have been rallies
and open forums held by sympathetic students," said Romano.
According to Director of
Public Relations Nick Marro, 200 to
300 students attended the first student forum, while 800 students attended the Board ofTrusteesforum.

The
Ne-w

Hampshire
A bushel
of fun!

good idea because the present licensing procedure "allows intervention to go beyond its value."
The present system allows for
public scrutiny of the plant at different points during production.
The Clamshell Alliance sees the
new strategy as an attempt to take
away public input from the licensing process ofa nuclear plant,
said Donovan.
When building a nuclear
power station, there should be a
lengthy process with a great deal
of public supervision, he said. '1n
the absence of a ban, there should
be oversight."
fighting
Although
nuclear energy on the federal level
could be a great task, on the state
level the Clamshell Alliance may
not meet that much opposition. In
thefaceofeconomictroubles,Gov.
Judd Gregg has introduced. a state
property tax that would only tax
nuclear generating facilities. It

would be the only state property
tax in New Hampshire.
New Hampshire Yankee
is battling the tax bill, but the bill
has already passed in the house by
a fair margin, according to Rep.
Robert Hayes, R-Concord. Hayes
added that the tax would take $22
million a year in state property tax
from New Hampshire Yankee.
Williams said that New
Hampshire Yankee has no plans
to expand until it is sure a profit
can be made, but right now that is
not possible.
Clamshell is setting its
sights on the federal government,
said Donovan. To gain more
strength, in order to deal with a
possible expansion of nuclear energy, the alliance is trying to setup
connections with other antinuclear groups in New England.
Several groups will be
meeting on June 9 in Boston to
discuss what they can do together.

Citizens United to Stop Nuclear
Dumping, based in Maine; the
Green Mountain Alliance, based
in Vermont; and We the People,
based in Massachusetts, are some
of the anti-nuclear groups in New
England invited to meet at the
Greenpeace offices in Boston, said
Donovan.
Nadine Prahan, a
Greenpeace staff member in Boston, said the meeting was not organized through Greenpeace, but
Greenpeace offered the groups
their office space to hold the meeting. 'They may end up working
together or they may not," said
Prahan. "We're just getting New
England anti-nuclear organizations together to see what happens."
'These other groups have
experience with dealing with already existing nukes," said
Donovan. The alliance hopes to
learn from this experience, he said.

!]-{as some-tliing in 'Tlie :A{f,w
Hampsliire go-t you aown?
'Wri-te a fetter -to -tlie eai-tor
or you'[[ liave no one -to
6[ame 6u-t yourself.
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DURHAM
BOOK

EXCHANGE
OFFERING

--NO MATTER WHERE THEY WERE PURCHASED-

36 MAIN ST.
STUDENT I.D. REQUIRED

..

OPEN EXTENDED HOURS DURING
FINAL EXAMS

Graduation means goodbye to spring breaks, summers off,
And IBM student prices.
•
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PS/2 Model SO Z*
• 1 Mb memory
• 80286 (10 MHz) processor
• One 3.5 inch diskette drive
(1.44 Mb)
• Micro Channetn' architecture

11

(Sample Configuration)

~NIV .E RSITY
Technology Center

•30 Mb Hard Drive
•D0S4.01
•Monochrome Display
•Free Software (While Supplies Last)..

Thompson Hall, Room HA
Monday - Friday • 9 a.m. - 3 p .m.

Only $1,374***

Special Loan Program Available
From/BM***

(603) 862-1328 • N.H . (800) 2-'~•7773

•Ftodu<t wiD be diaca,illled by IBM clroeliw Jaly 23, 1991. --~a Wom, Mamp,1 Your Maney. - i Kiap ~ IV.
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-r

w-.;.. lr1ldcma,tcalMia<>OOI\ Carpc,nli<m.
cmM Carpcntioa 1991
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by Mike Peters
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MISTER BOFFO

by Joe Martin
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featuri ng-Kevin Knox
Tom Cotter
Steve Kimbr ough
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Tuesday, May, 14, 1991
9 p.m., MUB PUB

$2 Students
$5 Non-students
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A New Initiative!
TheUNH
Environinental
Network
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By Matthew E. O'Connor
Environmental Page Editor

cost research and educational assistanceto New Hampshire towns.
Research wm be conducted by
This spring saw the formula- "research teams" which will intion of a new environmental ini- clude students, faculty advisor,
tiative here on cam pus, The UNH and Cooperative Extension.
Environmental Network. How- 2. The Legislative Environmental
ever, the network is quite unlike Research Services Project will be
other standard environmental concerned with providing our
groups. It could, in a sense, be State Representatives with current
considered a consulting firm that and accurate environmental inwill be spearheaded by concerned formation so that they can then
students.
make informed votes on important
The underlying theme of legislation. Again research teams
theEnvironmental Network is to as above will be used, but these
provide unbiased environmental efforts will be established in conresearch and education to New junction with State Legislative
Hampshire's communities and Services.
towns. This research will be car- 3. The Environmental Resource
ried out by both graduate and Center will be located here on
undergraduate students in coop- campus and open to all. There is
eration with faculty and staff from an incredible amount of research
UNH, as well as the Cooperative going on in the environmental
Extension Service and conserva- field here at UNH, but it is often
tion commissions in various inaccessible. The Environmental
counties.
Network is working on establishThe network is not a student iI}g a data base, the Environmenorganization. It will combine the ta·l Information Directory, which
expertise of people in many fields, will catalogue environmental inincluding doctorate researchers formation for students, faculty,
working for the University and and citizens. Also, the Network
Legislative Services in Concord. will be tapping into Eco-Net, a
By reaching out to these various world wide environmental combranches of the environmental puter bulletin board.
tree, the Environmental Network
The network is a very promiswill be able to deliver top notch - ing outlet for students who wish
and current environmental infor- to do research or help out in the
mation to those needing, and environmental field. The network
asking for, help in ecological is- provides hands on experience that
sues. Also, it will be working to could be put to use for credit, inunite the various existing envi- ternships, and the possibility of
ronmental arenas.
payment, notto mention bettering
The network has set the fol- the natural world. The network is
lowing goals for itself in the first located in rm. 201 and 202 Wolff
year:
House next to Health Services.
1. The Community EnvironmenFor more information, call 862tal Outreach Program is an action 4984, and ask for either Tom
plan targeted at providing low DeVries or Matt O'Connor.
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NO QUESTION ABOUT IT!
STOP JAMES BAY NOW!!!
THE JAMES BAY HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT HAS ALREADY SUCCEEDED IN CONTAMINATING QUEBEC WILDLIFE AND REMOVING NATIVE INDIAN LAND. WRITE TO NEW
YORK GOV. MARIO CUOMO, EXECUTIVE CHAMBER, ST ATE CAPITOL, ALBANY NY 12224
OR ROBERT DE COTRET, MINISTER OF THE ENVIRONMENT, HOUSE OF COMMONS,
OITA WA, ON K1A0A6 AND TELL THEM TO STOP CONSTRUCTION OF JAMES BAY II.
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FOR
SAIE
Motorcycle for sale: 1982 Honda
Nighthawk. Excellent condition,
$800, call Todd at 868-6870.
CONVERT ABLE COUCH GOOD CONDITION - GRADUATING!! MUST SELL 868-7157
MONDAY-THURSDAY AFfER
4PM.
1982 Toyota Corolla Station
Wagon. Reasonably good condition, 123k,reliabletransportation.
$1,100. Available late May. 8623847 (days), 868-5458 (evenings)

'83 Mazda B2000, 85k miles. Runs
well, $700 or Best offer, call 8625619 leave message
Black 1985 Cutlass Ciera
Oldsmobile. Limited mileage on
New Engine. New Breaks, New
Paint job, A/C, AM/FM Stereo.
Looks and runs great. $2950 or
Best offer, call 433-1975 after 5 pm
or leave message.
1 bathroom sink w /vanity, medicine cabinet, 16 AMPS, electric
heater, w/thermostat. Best offer
659-3578
WOODEN SAILOOAT. Mainsail
and field rigging. 2-3 adults, sail
Great Bay in style $400 /B.O. Peter (508) 462-0812 or UNH x2927
LARGE BUREAU - 862-7963

LOST&
FOUND
$50 reward!!! Lost purple wool
short coat with purple lining, no
buttons.If found, please call Ellen
431-7683.

I ~TRAVEL I
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Jet there anytime for
$160 with AIRHITCH(r). (As reported in NY Times & Let's Go!)
AIRHITCH(r) 212-864-2000.

11-RVICESI
BARTENDER COURSE-LEARN
IN ONE WEEK. EXCELLENT
PAY. FUN. FREE BROCHURE.
MASTER
BARTENDER
SCHOOL, 84 MAIN ST.,

NEWMARKET, NH. TEL. 6593718
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
- NEXT DAY RETURN - WILL
PICK UP AND DELIVER. $1.65 /
PAGE, CALL DIANE 942-5881
WORD PROCESSING - $1.50 per
page, spell check. Resume and
cover letters available - quality
paper, professional look, reasonable priced. Call 659-2359
Horse to lease, Nice barn on
Packers Falls Rd. Near Fischer
Brook Farm. Monthly or seasonally $150 /mo. Call Diane659-7707
Window repair and reglazing.
Broken windows, restore old
glazing and peeling paint. Repair
now before you have to buy. Estimates 207-363-1110. Greg.

HELP~
WANTEDl111J
hat are you going to be doing next
year ... Nothing? Come down, apply for GRANITE!! Applications
due May 15th. We ~ant You.
SUMMERFIELD ASSISTANT IN
ZOOLOGY. Work involves field
research, based at Jackson Lab,
on estuarine fish assemblages.
Would prefer summer work
study and SCUBA experience, but
all applicants considered. $6-7 /
hour. Contact Jeff, Rm. 244,
Spaulding 862-3570.
Summer administrative assistant wanted to manage busy
Vermont residential children's
summer camp office. Must have
excellent public relations skills,
computer/ typing skills, excellent
phone manner, and be highly
organized and efficient. Prior office or organizational work essential. Live-in position, June 7
through August 21. Contact:
Locheam Camp, Post Mills, VT
05058 or call (603) 643-2639.

THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A
SUMMER CAMP The American
Camping Association (NY) will
make your application available
to over 300 camps in the Northeast. Exciting opportunities for
college students and professionals. Positions avail: all land and
water sports, kitchen, maintenance, arts and crafts, drama,
music, dance, nature, tripping,
R.N.'s, M.D.'s, athletic, waterfront, and boating directors.
. Benefits may include college
credit, travel expenses. Experience or certification not necessarily required. CALL OR WRITE
FOR APPLICATION. AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIA-

TION, 12 West 31st Street, New
York, N.Y. 10001, 1-800-777CAMP.
.

HOUSING

I

SUMMER SUBLET -in Durham.
Quiet, spacious house with large
back yard. One single bedroom,
one mile from campus. On RTE.
108 - reasonable priced. A must
see!!! Call Mike at 868-6462.
SUMMER
SUBLET
IN
DURHAM!!! Only $225/month
plus elec. Only 5 minute walk to
campus. Parking, kitchen, living
room, you get your own room,
cable, with w /w carpeting, partiallyfurnished. Nice landlord, and
Great location. Available May 23,
Call 868-3224 leave message.

T-Shirts ·
=~LI/

utilities $2550 per academic year
available 9 /91 868-9658.

Lee/ 4 rooms $950-$1150 per semester, Off street parking, pets
OK, Oil heat, available '91-'92
academic year Call Charlie
Goodspeed at 862-1443 or 7780748.
2Br apt in priv home, priv. entry,
walk to campus, no pets, off-street
parking. $600 /month + util. sec.
lease. 868-2040.
Summer on a quiet lake in Dover5 BDRM, 2 bath, 15 min to UNH.
$750/mo. For summer months.
Avail. 6/1 749-4558. Leave message.
NEWMARKET-4 BEDROOM,
FIRST FLOOR APARTMENT
LIVING ROOM + KITCHEN,
OFF-SfREET PARKING, NEAR
KARIVAN ROUTE. $600/
MONTH. INCLUDES HEAT,
HOT WATER AND AWESOME
LANDLORDS. NO PETS. ONE
YEAR LEASE - PREFERRED,
AVAILABLE 6/1 /91.

~TM

Fox Run Mall

Newington, NH
431-4355

Screenprinting

and
Embroidery

~:imgqte.aate./1:Bilti•::~
Wearables - Buttons
Pens - Stickers - Etc.

.91.rtist on Staff

Free room for sumemr 5 min. walk
from UNH, furnished no cooking,
in exchange for skilled painting or
gardening. References - 868-9658.
Portsmouth - summer sublet for
two people, 2bedroom apartment,
1 /2 mile from downtown, fully
· applianced, very clean. $495/
month. Call 1-669-2973.

1 room, Durham, 5 min. walk to
UNH with picture window on
river, separate entrance, furnished,
carpeting, refrigerator, electric
heat, excellent condition, off street
parking . negotiable, includes all

NEWMARKET- 3 BEDROOM
2ND FLOOR APARTMENT
NEAR DOWNTOWN. OFFSTREET PARKING, NEAR
KARIV AN ROUTE. $570 /
MONTH INCLUDES HEAT +
HOT WATER. WICKED NICE
LANDLORDS! NO PETS, ONE
YEAR LEASE PREFERRED,
AVAILABLE 6/1 /91. CALL 6593790 AFfER 5:00 PM

Durham-one of each: 4,5,6 p~rson
units avail.
Walk to campus-off street parking.
Heat + hot water included. Call
Lou Kyreages. 1-800-732-4817.
SUMMER ROOMS FOR RENT
AT ALPHA GAMMA RHO.
MALES & FEMALES; $35/WEEK
INCLUDES ALL UTILITIES2WEEKS FREE IF ENTIRE SUMMER PAID UP IN FULL BY MAY
26TH;$140 REFUNDABLE ROOM
DEPOSIT; FOR INFO STOP BY 6
STRAFFORD AVE., OR CALL
PHIL OR ALL AT 868-9859 OR
868-6658.

DURHAM furnished single bedrooms with shared bathroom for
female students only. Available for
1991-92 academic year. Private
entrance. Ten minute walk from THall. Off street parking. $1200 per
semester including utilities. After
4 p.m. telephone 868-2217.
2 brm apt, 3 miles from campus, off
street parking, access to river, no
smokers. $550/month, summer
negotiable. Phil 742-9112 Available
July 1st.
Newmarket-Two or four bedroom
apartments. Panelled, carpeted,
parking. Available now through
summer, or starting in August or
September. Quiet buildings, security deposit, lease, no pets. From
$470 / mo to $625 / mo Call 603-6592655
LAKE MENDUM, Barrington
Outstanding, 3 BR Contemporary,
2 baths, Marble Fireplace, jacuzzi,
family room, sun room, deck, garage, 15 minutes to Durham $1200
per month 435-8070/Eves

NEWMARKET-SUNNY 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT NEAR
DOWNTOWN. ON KARIV AN
ROUTE. OFF-STREET PARKING. LARGE LIVING ROOM.
$500 /MONTH
INCLUDES SUMMER
SUBLET
IN
HEAT+ HOT WATER. NICE DURHAM!!! Only $225/month
LANDLORDS. NO PETS, ONE plus elec. Only 5 minute walk to
YEAR LEASE PREFERRED, campus. Parking, kitchen, living
AVAILABLE 6/1/91. 659-3790 , room, you get your own room,
AFfER 5:00 PM
cable, with w /w carpeting, partially furnished. Nice landlord, and
FALL ROOMS AVAILABLE- Great location. Available May 23,
Student House 4 Bedrooms, Call 868-3224 leave message.
Kitchen, Living Room & 2 Baths
Includes Heat.1 mile from T-Hall DURHAM-SUMMER SUBLET ON
Lease and security deposit re- MAIN STREET 5 females neededquired. Call aft~r 6 pm 332-2568 fully furnished backyard to sun in
Ask for Elaine
-$150/month Call 868-6800.
Room to Rent. Kitchen privileges,
Laundry + Telephone Facilities.
Cable Hook Up. Coast Bus Stop
Right outside your door $70.00/
p.p week. Call 692-5144 or 7499396 references please.
Durham Furnished single bedrooms with shared bathroom for
female students only. Available
for 1991-92 academic year. Private
entrance. Ten minute walk from
T-Hall. After 4 pm telephone 8682217.

Durham-quiet residential. 2 rooms
furnished, shared bath, kitchen
privileges off street parking. $900
per semester per person utilities
included. Call 868-5477.
Lee Wonderful Summer Rental!
Fu;nished, clean, sunny. Quiet,
country setting close to campus.
Grads Welcome. 3 BR $550/mo
(That's less than$185 /BR!) Call 6595932

LOVELY STUDIOS, walking distance to campus. 9-month leases,
$1260 a semester. Call 868-6388.
FOURPEOPLE-TWOBEDROOM
APT. Convenient Campus location. 9-month leases. $900 semester. Call 868-6388
FOR ONE- bedroom, living room,
kitchen & bath. Ideal campus location. 9-month lease- $1539 semester. Call 868-6388.
FOR THREE PEOPLE "" Nice two
&three bedroom apartments. Ideal
campus location. 9-month leases
$1080 semester. Call 868-6388.
HAVE YOUR OWN BEDROOMTwo-bedroom apartment. Ideal
campus location. 9-month lease$1350 semester. Call 868-6388.
Durham-quiet residential. 2 rooms
furnished, shared bath, kitchen
privileges off street parking. $900
per semester per person utilities
included. Call 868-5477.
Furn apt in private home near
UNH, 1 1/2 br., carpeted, w/d,
cable, pkg, non smokers, $550 +
util. sec. dep., lease 3 mos. or 12
mos., avail 6/1/, 868-5037
Durham-Quiet Residential- 2 furnished Rooms, Kitchen privileges,
shared bathroom-off-street parking $900/semester/rm includes
utilities. Call 868-5477
RentattheCoops.Two,three,four,
and five person units available.
Walk to all campus facilities. Two
parking spaces per unit. Heat and
hot water included. Call Paul at PJ
Maguire agency, 868-1262
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plus elec. Only 5 minute walk to SUMMER SUBLET AT THE
campus. Parking, kitchen, living COOPS-Great location!! 2 bedroom, you get your own room, room-4 person apartment, parcable, with w /w carpeting, par- tiallyfurnished, parking available.
tially furnished. Nice landlord, Females only-3 spaces avail-$175 /
andGreatlocation. AvailableMay month (negotiable) June 1st to
23, Call 868-3224 leave message.
Aug. For more information call
862-777 4, *7772,*7771. Leave a
SUMMER SUBLET AT THE message!!
COOPS-Great location!! 2 bedroom-4 person apartment, partiallyfurnished, parking available.
Females only-3 spaces avail. June
1st to Aug. $175/month (negotiable) For more information call
COLLEEN BOLTON,
862-7774, *7771, *7772. Leave a
CARLA DIBONA,
message!
ALISSA KRITEMAN,
Summer Rooms Available- Stu- SHARON MALLEY,
AMY MCDONALD.
dent House 4 Bedrooms, kitchen,
- HAPPY GRADUATION!!!
living Room & 2 Baths Plenty of
parking 1 mile from T-Hall Lease YOU ALL BETTER GIVE ME
and security deposit required $200 YOUR ADDRESSES BEFORE
per month Call after 6 pm 332- YOU LEAVE. I'M GLAD WE
COULD ALL BE FRIENDS! 8682568 Ask for Elaine
3224, THANKS, PABLO. Anyone
Durham 2 1 /2 Bedroom -attrac- else from Granada who is grad utive-furished apartment. Sept- 9 ating I didn't mean to forget you
mo. lease for 4/$300 person - or - I wish you all the best of luck.
June 1- May $950 / monthly- walk
S.S.M.M. - I'm wondering where
to UNH + parking -868-2578
the lions are, but I know where
SUMMER SUBLET! DURHAM, 1 the tiger lives! happy Birthday!
Love,Hugsand smiles. S.S.M.W.
bedroom applianced kitchen,
carpeting, parking, $600/month
(negotiable), Utilities included. HEYPOOPYFACE (with the pug
Call Scott @ 862-4385 Rm 114 - nose) HAPPY GRADUATION·1
(Cheney Realty@ 659-2303 (Unit LOVE SNOOPY.
#27)
WOMEN'S LAX vs. HARVARDDurham-3,4 person units avail- 1st round NCAA'S-Sat. 1:00 at
able. Walk to campus. Off-street Stadium Field.
parking. Heat and hot water inCommunication Department
cluded. Call Evelyn at 868-1632.
Senior Barbecue! Wednesday,
Great Apartment, Newmarket, on May 15, 2:00. Food! Fun! Games!
Buy a ticket in the CMN Office,
river, on Karivan, 4 BR, off street
$2.00
parking. $750/mo. Call 868-5995
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PfJLAf,
HAPPY 22ND B-DAY!
LOVE, KRISTEN
AND CAROL

IPERSON~ I

Kevin, Qf

Happy 21st!
to our tr .
favorite guy.·
Love,
~ Lacie, Athena,
• 9
& Pam

Happy 19th
, Birthday
Kristin Renni el

*

LEE- Packers Fall Road. Studio
Apartment, All utilities plus cable.
Available Sept. thru May $375 per
month. Evenings 659-7707.
SUMMER ROOM RENTALS
Double rooms in Phi Kappa Theta
behind Stoke. $480/12 weeks,
$240/6 weeks. Includes heat, water, electricity. $100 refundable
security deposit. Plenty of par~ng.
Kitchen facilities and huge sun
deck. Stop by room 110 or call Tim
Johnson 868-6959
SUMMERRENfALS-DURHAM.
Two Bedroom apartments. Walk
to campus. Off street parking.
From $215/moto$200 /mo Phone:
868-1632
Summer Sublet: Apt, Above Store
24-Great Location 4 people preferred, $180 /mo.Rent Negotiable
Call 868-7510
DURHAM 3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUSFOR91-92ACADEMIC
YEAR,
ONE
BEDROOM
AP ARTMENf FOR TWO FEMALE STUDENTS. PRIVATE
HOME Separate ENTRANCE.
FURNISHED. $244 A MONTH
PER PERSON. WE PAY UTILITIES. 868-9660.
SUMMER
SUBLET
IN
DURHAM!!! Only $225/month

Durham-quiet residential. 2rooms
furnished, shared bath, kitchen
privileges off street parking. $900
per semester per person utilities
included. Call 868-5477.
TWO ROOMMATE WANTED
FOR SUMMER MONTHS
CONVENIET
LOCATION
ABOVE STORE 24. FULLY FURNISHED, FULLY APPLAINCED
KITCHEN, BATH, CTV. $180/
MTH NEGOTIABLE. PHONE# 869-6948 ASK FOR CHRIS OR
PAUL.
Faculty family of 3 needs house in
Durham, 3 bedrooms July/ August
for year or more. 659-3221; 212796-6985.
Summer sublet -2 females needed
starting 6/1. Six min. from campus. Beautiful, bright, & sunny 3level duplex (your own BR!!), 11 /
2 baths, washer & dryer, $200 /
mo. negotiable+ utilities. Call 8627317. Ask for Tammy.
New Duplex in Lee, 6.5 miles from
campus. 3 Bedrooms with 1 room
available at $225/mo + utilities. 4
acres, pond, deck, large yatd, lots
of sun, w/d, w/w, dishwasher,
garage. Available 6/1, call 6595942. Leave message.
SUMMER
SUBLET
IN
DURHAM!!! Only $225/month
plus elec. Only 5 minute walk to
campus. Parking, kitchen, living
room, you get your own room,
cable, with w/w carpeting, partially furnished. Nice landlord,
and Great location. Available May
23, Call 868-3224 leave message.

Leigh, Felicia, Michelle - We had
a memorable year. I'll never forget all the good times. Meg-I
couldn't have asked for a better
roommate. Love you all and I'll
miss you-Tara

Watch out Dartmouth, we have
Sarah "the collar-bone breaker"
on our team!

-WANTED BY SNOOPYVERY MUCH ALIVE

HI HEDDA, Whad'dya dooin?IRENE Your Evil Friend

POOPYFACE
(with the pug nose)

Karen-Do you need some
friends? Do what Heather did
and call Friends for The Friendless!

AKA:JILL
AKA:HONEY

Looking for a HOT male bunny
to keep me warm on these cool
spring nights! Jordan the Flat
Bunny
NH MEN'S RUGBY vs. Worcester State-Sat. 12:30 at the Field
House-Kick some butt!
GOOD LUCK WOMEN'S LAX!
YEAH BLUE!
COURT-I didn't know you were
on the gymnastics team.
Kim H.-Today's ACNEVIEW
forecast calls for sun and a big zit
on your chin!
HEYPOOPYFACE (with the pug
nose) HAPPY ANNIVERSARY;
LOVE, SNOOPY.

PLEASE SEND $1.00 TO
STILLINGS BOX 5899 - THANK
YOU.
Alpha Phi-Thanks for the cookout.
We had a good time. The sisters of
Phi Mu.
Hey Lara, Cheryl, Christy +
Melyssa! I'm really gonna miss you
guys next year! I just want you to
know that this year has been awesome! I loved working with all of
you; Please keep in touch and stay
gold. Love, Shauna.

NH WOMEN'S RUGBY-Great
game against Colby. Let's do it
again at Dartmouth this Sat.!

Courtney-Where are you?

'W0~1(l'r'l3Jl'B'Y,

it W01t1( I'T!!
-ii
~LOVE, US

I

Newmarket Studios, 2 Room efficiencies, to5 bedroom apartments.
Panelled, carpeted, parking.
Available now, through summer
or starting inAugustor September.
Quiet buildings, security deposit,
lease, no pets. From $295 / mo to
$625/mo: 603-659-2655

tr f t

The Kar-miester - I'm glad I could
give you your first one. Was it
good for you? See you Friday,
Mike.
FRATERNITIES - Build up your
sound system. Gemini Disc Jockey
Sound Mixer. Dirt Cheap. 8686944 (Shawn).
HEY POOPY FACE (with the pug
nose) I LOVE YOU VERY MUCH
-SNOOPY
SAVO-we heard you suck in bed.
Want to try it on the floor?
Phi Kappa Sigma - We had a great
time Wednesday. Love the sisters
of Phi Mu.
HEY ANYONE, HELP PAY FOR
POOPY FACE'S GRADUATION/ ANNIVERSARY GIFT
,(AND THESE PERSONALS)

GERO - suck it up ya big WAA
W AA and show them how great
you think you are! Good Luck!
RHTHLGLGCLDCJPJOMO.
COOPER-The summers ''coming''
and so could you. Make me smileany position! It's you last chancekeeper of the shrine.
Allison Southworth - if there were
only one day and one night left in
the world, I'd spend them both
with you.
Stephen Osbon ... You are the hottest+ sexiest guy I know and I love
you to death. It's been a ''Yummie
year (get it!). Best of Luck in D .C.
I'll miss ya. Karen
Deirdre, Karen and Jenn, I'll miss
you guys! Never forget: beating
clocks, jello shots, baking cakes,
Eric, Rob, Dave and Bakes, drinking brews, barbeques, pocahontas
night, the U.F.O. fright, Rolling
Rocks, being cocked, chowing
down, going down town, late bills,
wagon hill, stealing bar signs and
all those fun times! CHEESE! Good
Luck Always - Debbie.
Karey Whittall - Congratulations!
I am so proud to call you my sister!
You're the best! Love, YBS SARA.
please see CLASSIFIED page 22.-

· ■■miirb1~.11:;1~ UNB .
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UNH baseba ll
Yesterday: UNH 6 Merrimack 0
* Chris Schottlpitches three-hitter

Wednesday: Dartmouth 6 4
5 3
UNH
.*ChuckTsiamis 3 RBI

Intramura l Cham~s
Basketball

CLASSIFIED, from pg 21
Sorry Stephen ..... .love, grumpy

wait until next Wednesday... We've going
to have a blast!!! Love you Vermont
"Buddy".

To my_Ml roomies:Thanks sooo much for
an incredibly wonderful year!! You guys
made my last year here, the absolute best
time! Just don't forget about the
heifercopters flying above the cornfields
in Iowa. Love Me.

Communication Department Senior Barbecue! Wednesday, May 15, 2:00. Food!
Fun! Games! Buy a ticket in the CMN
Office, $2.00

Lin - Keep up all the good work, but try to
keep from stressing too much. And you
can always call me! By the way - I can't

Anyone ready for Margaritas and Tequila
shots after softball on Saturday? You guys
better be!

Safe Rides says ...

NOW RENTING FOR FALL '91
Valentine Smith House
Hamilton Smith House
(Red Tower)
J. Twombly House
John Giles House
Other single family houses
One of each: four, five,
and six person units
available. Walk to campus
facilities. Off street parking.
Heat and hot water
included. Some units,
Landlord pays all utilities.

*** All RENTALS IN DURHAM***

Call Kyreages Inc. Rentals
1-800-732-4817
CALL UPTO 11:00 PM DAILY FOR DETAILS
AND INFORMATION

Don't drive intoxicated or ride with a driver
who is.
Call us at 862-1414.
Serving ·Durham, Dover, Madbury, Lee,
Newmarket, Newington, and Portsmouth.

Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
10:00 pm - 2:00 am.
To volunteer call 862-1414 , 9-5 weekdays.

SafeRi des
862-14 14
Supported by Durham House of Pizza

,
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Get in a few laughs
before finals start!

©
(You'll need'em) ·
©·.
©
~--=--© · Come to Scope's
last (but not least)

COMED Y NITE
Featuring 3 very up and coming
· Boston Comedians-

Tuesday, May 14, 1991
9pm
$2 students

MUB PUB
$5 non-students .

•
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Sullivan rescues
men's lacrosse
.:.:.
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: • l.J'N:H -1-\T:HLETlCS
By Don Taylor
Sports Staff Reporter
The UNH men's lacrosse team seem to be suffering
from a peculiar form of psychosis, forgetting its identity for the
final quarter of the game. However, the disease is selective,
popping up only in games the
'Cats should win handily.

Goal with 1:31 left is game-winner

The first signs of illness
were seen when UNH played St.
John's. The 'Cats had a five-goal
lead and were outscored 6-3 in the
fourth. A week later, at Adelphi,
the disease had progressed greatly.
With the score tied after three periods, the 'Cats became invisible,
surrendering seven straight scores.
After a brief recovery,
UNH relapsed against Vermont.

With a comfortable eight-goal lead
after three, UNH allowed the
Catamounts to get seven scores to
make a close game of it.
The illness showed no
signs of remission in the Wildcats
latest contest Wednesday at
Dartmouth. The Blue simply had
its way with an outclassed Big
Green squad, building and 11-5
lead through three quarters. But

Saturday, May 18

Sunday, May 19

the Jekyll and Hyde "Cats were
beaten 6-2 in the final stanza to
turn a potential blowout win into
a respectable 13-11 final.
"Our cardiac kids strike
again," said UNH coach Jim
Urquhart with a laugh. "We had a
good first three quarters and then
rested on our laurels."
'The "Cats bolted out to
a quick 4-0 lead halfway through

--,
--------------------~-----------~-----Championship
Semifinals

•

1First Round
I Saturday, May 11
I
I Virginia (15-1)
I
I
I
I
I
I Bye
I
I
I

Trenton State College

2 p.m.

I

I Lafayette (16-1)
I
I

I

I
I Penn State (13-3)

1991 NCAAWomen's·
Trenton State College
3p.m.
Lacrosse Championship
\

National Champion
r

I
■

Harvard (11-2)

I

I
I
I
I

I NEW HAMPSHIRE <10-1)

I
I
I
I

Trenton State College

2p.m.

!Bve
I

I
I
I
I
I Maryland (13-2)
-

-

I

: UNH vs. Harvard, Sat. 1 p.m., Cowell Stadium

I ____________________ ____________________ _ J
L

the opening period. Senior Dave
Robinson netted the initial score
just :30 into the contest. That was
followed by goals from Rich
Montalbano, Dave Pflug and Jeff
Mechura.
Dartmouth got one back
with a man-up strike at 5:00, but
UNH's leading scorer, Mark
Botnick, nailed his first of four
scores :17 later.
The Big Green potted the
period's final two scores to end
the first with UNH holding a 5-3
advantage.
The second quarter was
a defensive gem for the "Cats, allowing Dartmouth only one goals
while they drilled three. Botnick
scored his second and Mechura
netted two of his fouron the day to
widen the Wildcat lead to 8-4 at
the half.
The third period was a
carbon copy of the second. UNH
allowed the Big Green only one
goal, while itstruckforthreemore.
Botnick notched his 41st and 42nd
goals of the year and Robinsonrifled in his second of the game.
The 'Cats wereincompletecontrol
with an 11-4 lead. They were stifling Dartmouth on defense and
executing a patient, methodical
offense.
But that fourth quarter
was just ahead, and the "Cats were
feeling feverish. "Consistency at
. thislevelisthekey,"said Urquhart.
"We let teams back in when we
shouldn't."
The Big Green started its
comeback only :25 into the
dreaded fourth period. They got
six unanswered scores to tie the
contest at 2:07. All of the hard
work UNH had done was for
naught. But the "Cats couldn't
hang their head and sulk about it,
they had two- minutes to win this
game.
The defense buckled
down and stuffed Dartmouth the
rest of the way and Bill Sullivan
scored a huge goal with 1:31 remaining to push the 'Cats back in
front. Mechura potted his 39th of
the season with :07 remaining to
account for the final two-goal
margin.
"We always make it
tougher than it has to be," Urquhart
said. "We looked really good at
points, but th.en we looked really
bad at others."
The win over Dartmouth
lifted the "Cats record to 9-3, while
the Big Green fell to 1-12.
UNH travels to Baltimore, MD for its final game of the
season on Saturday. With a win
thre the 'Cats would have their
first 10-win season since 1983. The
NCAA tournament is still within
reach, assuming the Blue beats the
Maryland Baltimore-City. The last
UNH playoff appearance was in
1986 ..

